ABSTRACT
WU, HANCHENG. Facilitating the Deployment of Irregular Applications on Parallel Manycore
Architectures by Identifying Irregular Patterns. (Under the direction of Dr. Michela Becchi).
Manycore platforms such as GPUs and Intel Xeon Phis have been widely used to accelerate
regular applications whose computations exhibiting simple patterns of parallelism that can be
statically determined based on the size of the input dataset. However, how to efficiently deploy
irregular applications to manycore architectures is still far from understood. Irregular applications
are characterized by irregular and unpredictable memory access patterns, frequent control flow
divergence, and a degree of parallelism that is known only at runtime. In fact, the amount of
parallelism within irregular applications depends on the characteristics of the dataset, rather than
solely on its size. While many established and emerging applications are irregular in nature, being
based on irregular data structures, such as graphs and trees, the effective deployment of irregular
applications exhibiting complex patterns of parallelism to manycore architectures is still an open
problem.
In this work, we are trying to address how to efficiently deploy irregular applications on
parallel manycore architectures by identifying their irregular patterns. We observe that irregular
applications exhibit different patterns of nested parallelism. We categorize them and select four
important computational patterns to study, namely irregular nested loops, parallelizable recursive
tree traversal (PTSD), repeated serial recursive tree traversals (STMD), and inference on forest
trees. Naïve mappings of these patterns onto the manycore hardware often lead to resource
underutilization and, thereby, limited performance. We analyze the characteristics of identified
patterns, and propose various optimization methods including parallelization templates, code
variants and source-code transformations. Particularly, we focus on irregular applications
operating on trees and graphs and we evaluate proposed methods on manycore architectures such

as Nvidia GPUs. In addition, we propose a programming framework that allows us to port existing
irregular applications written in CUDA to Intel Xeon Phi platforms with VPUs. We use the
proposed framework to study the performance of several irregular applications and
microbenchmarks with varying irregularity on Phis and point out their bottlenecks.
For irregular nested loops and parallelizable recursive tree traversal, our experiments
show that our proposed workload consolidation technique effectively aggregates child kernels
dynamically spawned by different threads into a single kernel launch, therefore significantly
reduces the overhead of managing dynamic kernels and increase the level of concurrency of DPbased codes. For repeated serial recursive tree traversals (STMD), GPU proves the best platform
for the STMD-static and STMD-top-down patterns if the irregularity of the adjacent queries is
reduced by sorting the inputs. Specifically, on sorted inputs the GPU code variants based on
lockstep execution and recursion perform the best on the STMD-static and STMD-top-down
patterns, respectively. For the STMD-dynamic pattern where adjacent queries can experience very
different traversal behaviors, CPU is the best platform, and it reports similar performance on the
recursive and dynamic-rope code variants. For inference on forest trees, our evaluation shows that
our hierarchical tree representation is as memory-efficient as CSR format with forest trees trained
from various training datasets, and that our best-performing tree traversal code variant is the
iterative variant with hierarchical tree representation which provides up to 3.5x speedup over nonoptimized baseline implementation. In addition, studying of these irregular applications on Intel
Xeon Phis shows that synchronization and irregular memory accesses are the main bottlenecks.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Thanks to their massive computational power and high energy-efficiency, manycore
processors such as GPUs and Intel Xeon Phis have become popular and have been increasingly
used in high-performance computing. Applications that naturally map onto manycore architectures
typically exhibit simple parallelism patterns – such as flat and two-level parallelism – or a degree
of parallelism that can be determined prior to kernel launch based on the size of the inputs. Such
applications, often referred to as regular applications, usually operate on regular data structures
(such as single and multidimensional arrays). However, many common applications operate on
irregularly structured data (such as graphs and trees) and present data-dependent control flows and
irregular memory access patterns [1-7], resulting in unpredictable runtime behaviors. We refer to
such applications as irregular applications, examples including computations with irregular loops
[8], recursive algorithms [9], and adaptive meshes [10].
The effective deployment of irregular applications to manycore architectures is not a trivial
problem. First, naïve mappings of the nested parallelism presented in irregular computations onto
the manycore architecture often leads to resource underutilization and degraded performance [11];
Second, irregular applications have data-dependent control-flow and memory access behaviors
that is detrimental to performance on manycore architectures [12]. Third, irregular applications
exhibit different computational patterns [13]. To fully exploit the computing power of manycore
architectures, programmers often need to implement application-specific optimizations to mitigate
above-mentioned obstacles.
In this dissertation, we try to address how to efficiently deploy irregular applications on
parallel manycore architectures by identifying popular irregular patterns. Specifically, we study
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common irregular computations and categorize them into four categories, namely irregular nested
loops, parallelizable recursive tree traversal, repeated serial recursive tree traversal, and inference
on forest trees. We evaluate and benchmark the characteristics of identified patterns with various
applications, identifying their bottlenecks. We then propose optimization methods targeting these
patterns. In the next section, we briefly introduce these irregular patterns and our proposed
methods to improve their performance on manycore processors such as GPUs and Xeon Phis.
1.2 Irregular Patterns of Nested Parallelism
1.2.1 Irregular Nested Loops
In this work, we target how to effectively deploy applications exhibiting irregular nested
loops on to Nvidia GPUs. When there is one loop nested inside another loop, they together form
irregular nested loops where the number of iterations of the inner loop depends on each outer loop
iteration [14]. This leads to uneven workload distribution across outer loop iterations. Nvidia GPUs
present two levels of hierarchy, namely CUDA blocks and CUDA threads. Due to the uneven
workload distribution, using simple parallelization strategy to handle all the loop iterations in the
same way may lead to hardware underutilization (e.g., always mapping outer loops to CUDA
blocks OR CUDA threads). Thus, adding load balancing mechanisms to the parallelization may
allow a better mapping of workload to hardware, and consequently improve the application
performance. Since the Kepler architecture, Nvidia has introduced in its GPUs a new feature,
called dynamic parallelism (DP), which makes it possible for GPU threads to dynamically spawn
GPU kernels. Dynamic parallelism has also been recently added to the OpenCL 2.0 standard, thus
is available on other manycore architectures that support OpenCL. By supporting nested kernel
invocations, this feature enables nested parallelism on GPU, and can facilitate dynamic load
balancing and data-dependent execution. However, the effective use of DP on irregular nested
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loops is not a trivial matter. Basic implementations of adaptive kernels that spawn child kernels on
a per-thread basis whenever a large inner loop is locally met tend to invoke massive child kernel
launches. It has been shown that, due to the runtime overhead associated with nested kernel calls,
these implementations often lead to significantly degraded performances, even worse than those
of flat parallel variants with no load-balancing scheme on the same algorithms [8, 15, 16]. In this
work, we address this problem, and propose a workload consolidation approach to improve the
performance of applications containing irregular nested loops relying on DP. Specifically, we
consolidate into a single nested kernel the workload belonging to kernels that would be spawned
by multiple GPU threads. We consider performing kernel consolidation at three granularities:
warp-, block- and grid-level, whereby the consolidation involves the kernels launched by all the
threads within a warp, all the threads within a block or the entire grid, respectively.
1.2.2 Recursive Tree Computations
Recursive tree traversal applications can be categorized in different computational patterns
which exhibit distinct forms of parallelism and degrees of irregularity. In this work, we identify
two major categories of tree traversal computations that are parallelizable: the first includes
applications that perform a single parallelizable recursive tree traversal, and the second includes
applications that perform the same serial tree traversal on multiple input data. We name the former
Parallel Traversal Single Data (PTSD) and the latter Serial Traversal Multiple Data (STMD). The
traversals associated to PTSD and STMD patterns are level-order and depth-first, respectively. We
propose different code variants for applications of PTSD and STMD patterns, and study their
performance when deployed to multi-core CPUs, GPUs and Xeon Phis.
A single parallelizable recursive tree computation is often seen in tree applications where
traversals over multiple paths or branches may be executed in parallel (with the help of atomic
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instructions). For examples, calculating number of descendants of all tree nodes are parallelizable.
However, supporting parallel recursion on manycore architectures are expensive. On Nvidia
GPUs, before the introduction of DP, supporting parallel recursion required CPU intervention.
Specifically, the CPU would control the flow of recursion and initiate the recursive calls, whose
execution could then be offloaded to manycore accelerator in the form of parallel kernels. This
approach requires one kernel launch for every recursive call and incurs high communication
overhead. The introduce of DP enables kernel launches from parallel threads on manycore
architectures, which, in turn, enables recursive kernel launches on manycore architectures. Similar
to irregular nested loop, DP implementations for this pattern often perform a large number of small
kernel invocations, leading to substantial kernel launch overhead and hardware underutilization.
Meanwhile, recursive computation can be made iterative through various code transformation
techniques (e.g., tail-recursion elimination and other flattening techniques [17, 18]. The iterative
version can then be parallelized using thread- or block-based mapping, which we refer to as flat
kernels. In fact, on many datasets, the recursive code performs worse than equivalent, nonrecursive flat kernels. In our study, we aim to understand in which situations implementing
recursive kernels using dynamic parallelism is preferable to parallelizing iterative variants of the
algorithms considered. We propose parallelization code variants for parallelizable recursive
computation, and extend our workload consolidation method to improve the performance of DPbased recursive kernels. We compare their reported performance with non-recursive flat kernels.
In addition, we extend the study of recursive code variants and flat kernels on multi-core CPUs
and Xeon Phi.
Repeated serial recursive tree computations [19] are often seen in applications where a
given tree needs to be queried multiple times. While each query over the tree is implemented as a
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recursion procedure and is inherently serial, the parallelism lies in the fact that multiple
queries/recursions over the tree can be performed simultaneously. Given the recursive nature of
querying a tree - certain queries might finish early in a tree node and skip the sub-tree; certain
queries might dive to the leaf nodes; queries usually have different visit paths over the tree. On
multi-core CPUs and Xeon Phis, the fact that different queries follow different visit paths over the
tree is less likely to hinder the performance when concurrent queries are parallelized over CPU
cores. This is due to that each CPU core essentially executes different instructions, and CPU has
cache hierarchy more tolerable to irregular memory accesses. On GPUs, naively distributing
concurrent queries to GPU threads may lead to poor performance. As groups of scalar cores
execute in lockstep, when queries are implemented as recursive procedures and executed in
parallel across GPU threads, warp divergence and scattered memory accesses would occur,
hindering the performance. Additional overhead comes from the use of thread-private stack in
GPU global memory that is necessary to enable thread-level recursion. In this work, we try to
understand: first, how we could mitigate above overheads and deploy repeated serial recursive tree
computations more efficiently on GPUs; second, with above overheads, whether GPUs are the
preferred target platforms for this pattern compared with CPUs and Xeon Phis. To answer these
questions, we first identified three traversal behaviors of repeated serial recursive computations
based on the order in which child recursive procedures are invoked, and analyzed how it changed
the similarities of the traversal paths of concurrent queries. We then revisited existing techniques
(e.g., auto-ropes) and propose new code variants, and evaluate their performance on manycore
architectures such as CPU, GPUs and Intel Phis. Our analysis shows that there is not a single code
variant and platform that achieves the best performance on all traversal behaviors, providing
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guidelines on the selection of most suited implementation to a given tree traversal pattern and input
dataset.
1.2.3 Inference of Forest Trees
Forest Trees (RFs) are one of the most popular machining learning ensemble methods for
classification and regression. A random forest, instead of using a single decision tree, uses a forest
of trained trees to generate the output. There have been several previous works focusing on
accelerating the training of RFs [20-23]. While fast training is essential for developing highaccurate RF models in a timely fashion, fast decision making is just as important since quick
classification results are expected in many use cases. However, there exist only a few literatures
targeting the acceleration of classification [24, 25]. In this work, we focus on accelerating RF
classification on GPUs. The basic implementation of RFs Inference is straightforward. Given a
batch of input queries and a trained forest, the algorithm works as fitting each query to each tree
in the forest. Clearly, there are two levels of parallelism, namely concurrent queries and concurrent
tree traversals. However, it is not feasible to exploit such parallelism on parallel accelerators such
as GPUs. There are several challenges. First, decision trees may get sparse in shapes and large in
size during the training step. Mapping sparse tree structures to accelerators such as GPUs involves
irregular data structures (e.g., CSR format), which usually leads to performance degradation.
Second, each query ends up with a unique traversal path for each decision tree. No matter how we
map the two levels of parallelism to GPU hierarchy, thread divergence exists due to unique
traversal paths. B. Van et al. [24] conduct a study of accelerating RF classification on CPU, GPU
and FPGA. Their effort to mitigate these problems on GPU is that they try to fit their decision trees
into GPU texture/shared memory using a compact forest ensemble. They force the decision trees
to be small by limiting the maximum tree depth to 6 during the training step. However, their best
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reported accuracy is only 86.5%. We propose a hierarchical tree structure that divides trained trees
into subtrees with each subtree being a complete tree, and to attach subtrees with metadata that can
be used to reduced thread divergence. We also propose and evaluate different traversal engines
with the hierarchical tree structure. We show that our best tree traversal engine provides up to 3.5x
speedup over non-optimized implementation with the proposed hierarchical tree structure.
1.2.4 Extending Study to Xeon Phi with VPU
Xeon Phi devices integrate many x86-compatible cores (up to 72) on a single chip. Each
x86 core is equipped with one or two 512-bit vector processing unit(s) (VPUs). To fully exploit
the computing power of Xeon Phis, programmers need to vectorize their code to utilize the attached
VPUs. The Intel software stack provides two options for code vectorization: automatic
vectorization through the Intel compiler using #pragma, and manual vectorization through vector
intrinsics. However, these methods are effective only on regular applications with simple or no
loop-carried dependences, regular data access patterns and simple control flows. SIMT
programming support such as OpenCL has been provided by Intel briefly in 2014 (versions 14.1
and 14.2 of the OpenCL Runtime) for Xeon Phi coprocessors, but it has been discontinued in later
releases of the runtime [26], and OpenCL has never been supported on Xeon Phi Knights Landing
processors [27]. This has made it difficult to port irregular applications to Xeon Phi platforms. In
this work, we try to solve two problems. First, we propose compiler techniques to deploy programs
written using a SIMT programming model such as CUDA on to Xeon Phi architectures. Second,
we propose different microbenchmarks and revisit some real-world applications we use in previous
studies with varying irregularities in their memory access and control flow patterns, and study the
transformed codes on different Xeon Phi platforms and identify the performance bottlenecks.
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1.3 Research Contributions
We summarize our research contributions in this section.
1.3.1 Deploy Irregular Nested Loops with Dynamic Parallelism
Natively using Dynamic Parallelism for applications with irregular nested loops yield poor
performance. We address this problem and propose a workload consolidation approach to improve
the performance of applications relying on DP. We consider performing kernel consolidation at
three granularities: warp-, block- and grid-level, whereby the consolidation involves the kernels
launched by all the threads within a warp, all the threads within a block or the entire grid,
respectively. We summarize our contributions below:
•

We propose a software-based workload consolidation mechanism for kernels relying
on DP.

•

We observe that static methods to configure the degree of multithreading of GPU
kernels (e.g., CUDA occupancy calculator) are ineffective in the presence of DP. We
propose a systematic way to configure dynamic kernel launches.

•

We evaluate our proposal on five applications that exhibit irregular nested loops, and
provide insights on the effective utilization of DP. Our results show that our code
transformations significantly reduce runtime overhead and improve GPU utilization,
leading to speedup factors from 90x to 3300x over basic DP-based codes.

1.3.2 Optimizing Recursive Tree Traversals
Recursive tree traversal algorithms are relevant irregular computations found in many
application domains. We make the following observations. First, recursive tree traversal
applications can be categorized in different computational patterns that exhibit distinct forms of
parallelism and degrees of irregularity. Second, optimization methods designed for GPUs can also
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be applied to other parallel processors, but their efficacy depends on the nature of the tree traversal
and on the characteristics on the underlying dataset. Thus, understanding the computational and
memory access characteristics of different recursive tree traversal patterns and their behavior on
various parallel architectures is important to determine the suitability of existing and new
implementation and optimization methods to different tree traversal algorithms, datasets and
platforms. Our contributions in this work can be summarized as below.
•

We identify four recursive tree traversal patterns and use them to categorize existing
tree traversal applications.

•

For each pattern, we consider different recursive and iterative code variants. We
characterize the control-flow and memory access patterns within each code variant. We
extend and port existing optimization methods designed for GPU to CPU and the Intel
Phi, and we propose new optimization techniques.

•

We evaluate and analyze these code variants on CPU, GPU and the Intel Phi using
datasets with different characteristics (trees with different shapes, and sorted and
unsorted inputs for the STMD pattern).

1.3.3 Inference on Forest Trees
Forest Trees (RFs) are one of the most popular machining learning ensemble method
widely used for classification. Inference on Forest Trees. While fast training is essential for
developing high-accurate RF models in a timely fashion, fast inference is just as important since
quick inference results are expected by users in many use cases. There exist only a few literatures
targeting the acceleration of Inference on Forest Trees and the trained trees used are small in size.
In this work, we target general RF classification with no limitation imposed on the size and depth
of decision trees during training. We summarize our contributions as below:
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•

We propose to use hierarchical tree structures with each subtree being a complete tree,
and to attach subtrees with metadata that can be used to reduced thread divergence.

•

We propose different traversal engines for subtrees.

•

We evaluate how memory-efficient our hierarchical tree representation is with RFs
constructed from various training datasets, and show that our best tree traversal engine
provides up to 3.5x speedup over non-optimized implementation.

1.3.4 Extending Study to Xeon Phi with VPU
We summarize our contributions as below.
•

We propose compiler techniques to deploy programs written using a SIMT
programming model on hybrid MIMD/SIMD architectures.

•

We proposed different microbenchmarks with varying irregularities in their memory
access and control flow patterns. We evaluate the transformed codes on different
platforms and identify the performance bottlenecks.

•

We test our code transformations on real-world applications with different computation
and memory access patterns.

•

We provide insights on how to construct an effective compiler to deploy code using the
SIMT model onto hybrid MIMD/SIMD systems.

1.4 Dissertation Organizations
The remaining dissertation chapters present the following topics. Chapter 2 introduces the
background information and related work on the computation patterns proposed in this
dissertation. Chapter 3 presents the consolidation framework that aims to improve the efficiency
of DP-based compute kernels for irregular nested loops. Chapter 4 presents our study on how to
deploy different forms of recursive tree traversals onto GPUs, CPUs and Xeon Phis. Chapter 5
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introduces the hierarchical tree structure and tree traversal code variants we proposed for inference
on forest trees. Chapter 6 discuss how we support porting irregular applications written in SIMT
language to Xeon Phi platforms and analyze the performance bottlenecks of Xeon Phis for
irregular applications using microbenchmarks and real-world applications. Finally, Chapter 7
summarize our finds and conclude the dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2: Related Work
2.1 Irregular Application and Nested Parallelism
In recent years there has been an increasing interest in the study of the effective use of
GPUs for applications with complex or data dependent parallelism [6, 28]. These studies have
started well before the introduction of DP on GPUs. Burtscher et al , Shuai et al [29], and Wu et
al. [30] have conducted performance and power characterizations of applications with runtime
parallelism on GPUs. In the last few years, many such applications have been successfully
accelerated on GPUs [31-41]. Other work has targeted the effective parallelization of applications
with nested data parallelism on architectures with flat hardware parallelism. Blelloch and Sabot
have proposed flattening techniques [18] and NESL language [17] to vectorize programs with
nested data parallelism. Bergstrom and Reppy [39] ported NESL to GPUs. Other studies have
focused on mechanisms to facilitate the deployment of applications with runtime parallelism on
GPUs. For example, Gupta et al. [40] have introduced the persistent threads method to process
dynamic tasks. Similarly to these works, we also consider applications with runtime and nested
parallelism. However, we focus on the effective use of DP for these computations.
Although the effectiveness of dynamic parallelism has been demonstrated on certain
applications (such as clustering algorithms [41], computation of the Mandelbrot set [10] and a
particle physics simulation [42]), it has been shown that, because of the non-negligible overhead
of this feature, the naïve use of DP can actually slow down the performance [8, 15, 16]. Wang et
al. [8] have performed a characterization of DP-based implementations of unstructured
applications, focusing on the analysis of their control flow behavior, their memory access patterns
and the DP overhead. Yang and Zhou [16] have proposed a compiler framework to support nested
thread-level parallelism without using DP. Their solution, which leads to spawning a massive
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number of threads, does not apply to recursive computations and is less effective on applications
that exhibit high degrees of thread-level parallelism even before the proposed code
transformations. Chen and Shen [43] have proposed a child kernel removal method based on the
reuse of parent threads. Unlike ours, their method does not apply to recursive computations. In our
previous work [15], we have proposed code parallelization templates – with and without DP – to
facilitate the efficient execution of nested parallel codes on GPUs. While the proposed DP-based
templates for irregular loops are similar to the codes generated by block- and grid-level
consolidation, the DP-based templates for recursive computations are fundamentally different and
apply only to hierarchical data structures, such as trees and graphs. In general, the parallelization
templates presented in [15] are not uniform across the two considered computational patterns. In
this work, we have proposed generic code transformation techniques that apply equally to irregular
loops and recursive applications, and we have automated these code transformations through
compiler integration. Wang et al. [44] have proposed a hardware architecture to support
lightweight block execution of dynamically launched kernels. Conversely, our method is purely
software-based, and is thus applicable on any GPU that supports dynamic parallelism, requiring
no modification to the architecture.
2.2 Accelerating Recursive Tree Traversals
A couple of recent efforts have looked into the GPU acceleration of algorithms performing
serial tree traversals over multiple queries. In particular, Goldfarb et al. [19] have applied the
explicit stack method proposed in [45] (dynamic ropes) to these applications, and they have
extended this method with lockstep execution. Zhang et al. [46] have proposed adding a
preprocessing step to Goldfarb’s method, i.e., reorganizing the queries through an initial breadthfirst traversal of the first (two or three) levels of the tree to foster traversal locality. Our
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characterization of STMD applications into static, dynamic and top-down traversals allows us to
introduce additional code variants and optimizations benefitting specific traversal patterns. In
addition, we include in our study deployment on Intel Phi processor and parallel tree traversal
patterns (PTSD). After the introduction of dynamic parallelism on GPUs, different efforts have
proposed methods to use this feature more effectively and limit or circumvent the kernel launch
overhead [15, 16, 43]. In this work, we propose code parallelization templates and leverage the
grid-level kernel consolidation scheme that we proposed for irregular nested loops, and we port it
to CPU and the Intel Phi to allow for an exhaustive exploration of the PTSD pattern on different
platforms.
2.3 Accelerating Random Forest Classification
There have been several previous works focusing on accelerating the training of RFs [2023]. While fast training is essential for developing high-accurate RF models in a timely fashion,
fast inference is just as important since quick classification results are expected in many use cases.
However, there exist only a few literatures targeting the acceleration of classification [23, 24]. B.
Van et al. [24] conduct a study of accelerating RF classification on CPU, GPU and FPGA. Their
effort to mitigate these problems on GPU is that they try to fit their decision trees into GPU
texture/shared memory using a compact forest ensemble. They force the decision trees to be small
by limiting the maximum tree depth to 6 during the training step. However, their best reported
accuracy is only 86.5%.
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CHAPTER 3: Deploy Irregular Nested Loops with Dynamic Parallelism
3.1 Motivation
Graphics processing units (GPUs) have proven to successfully accelerate regularly
structured, data intensive applications. Applications that naturally map onto the GPU hardware
typically exhibit simple parallelism patterns – such as flat and two-level parallelism – and a degree
of parallelism that can be determined prior to kernel launch based on the size of the inputs.
However, many common applications operate on irregularly structured data (such as graphs and
meshes) and present data-dependent control flows and irregular memory access patterns, resulting
in unpredictable runtime behaviors. Examples of such applications include adaptive meshes,
recursive algorithms and computations with irregular loops [10, 47, 48]. The use of flat parallelism
to implement these applications can lead to uneven work distribution across threads and,
ultimately, to inefficient codes. In fact, in the presence of flat kernels, fine-grained partitioning of
the work across threads may lead to a large number of idle or lightly utilized threads, while coarsegrained partitioning of the work may cause uneven work distribution among threads. On the other
hand, the use of more adaptive parallelism patterns, such as nested parallelism, can better capture
the dynamic nature of the workload within unstructured applications.
Since the Kepler architecture, Nvidia has introduced in its GPUs a new feature, called
dynamic parallelism (DP), which makes it possible for GPU threads to dynamically spawn GPU
kernels [11, 42]. Dynamic parallelism has also been recently added to the OpenCL 2.0 standard
[49]. By supporting nested kernel invocations, this feature enables nested parallelism on GPU, and
can facilitate dynamic load balancing, data-dependent execution, and the parallelization of
recursive algorithms. However, the effective use of DP is not a trivial matter [41, 50]. Basic
implementations of adaptive kernels that spawn child kernels on a per-thread basis whenever new
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work is locally generated tend to perform a large number of small kernel launches. It has been
shown that, due to the runtime overhead associated with nested kernel calls, these implementations
often lead to significantly degraded performances, even worse than those of flat parallel variants
of the same algorithms [8, 16].
In this work, we address this problem and propose a workload consolidation approach to
improve the performance of applications relying on DP. Specifically, we consolidate into a single
nested kernel the workload belonging to kernels that would be spawned by multiple GPU threads.
We consider performing kernel consolidation at three granularities: warp-, block- and grid-level,
whereby the consolidation involves the kernels launched by all the threads within a warp, all the
threads within a block or the entire grid, respectively. We evaluate our consolidation mechanisms
on applications exhibiting parallel irregular loops.
3.2 Irregular Nested Loops with Dynamic Parallelism
Figure 3.1 (a) shows a basic code template for applying DP to kernels with irregular nested
loops. As can be seen, outer loop iteration is assigned to each GPU thread (or thread-block). Each
thread (thread-block) initially performs some work (prework) on the inner_loop_work assigned to
it. Then, depending on the outcome of a condition (e.g., inner loop iteration count), the thread
(thread-block) either spawns a child kernel to execute inner loop work (when inner loop is large),
or calculates inner loop work on its own (when inner loop is small).
Figure 3.1 (b) illustrates this basic code template on single source shortest path. In the SSSP
kernel, each GPU thread processes the neighbors of an assigned node. Because the number of
neighbors may vary from node to node, the workload may be unevenly distributed across threads.
To address this problem, each thread checks whether the amount of work assigned to it
(neighbors.size) is larger than a given threshold. If this is the case, it spawns a child kernel and
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__global__ void parent_kernel() {
thread-mapped-loop(i){ // or block-mapped
inner_lp_work = get_work(i)
prework(inner_lp_work )
if (condition) // check size of inner loop work
child_kernel<<<…, …>>(inner_lp_work , …)
else
do_work_myself(inner_lp_work )
} }

(a) Basic code template for kernels using dynamic parallelism
__global__ void sssp() {
int i = blockDim.x * blockIdx.x + threadIdx.x
node = get_node(i)
if (node.neighbors_size()>THRESHOLD)
process_neighbors_kernel<<<block_num, thread_num>>>(node)
else {
process_neighbors_myself (node)
}
}

(b) Basic implementation of SSSP with dynamic parallelism
Figure 3.1. Basic-DP code template for irregular nested loops.
delegates the work to it; otherwise, it performs the work on its own. Because the GPU hardware
schedules different kernels independently, this mechanism allows redistributing the work to the
GPU resources, potentially leading to better GPU utilization.
The examples above illustrate “basic” implementations of irregular loops that rely on DP.
For irregular loops, DP is used to redistribute unbalanced work: in this case, the thread (threadblock) executing an iteration of the loop invokes a nested kernel to offload the excess work to it.
However, as discussed below, this basic use of DP can incur significant overhead and lead to poor
performance.
3.3 Overheads of Dynamic Parallelism
The effectiveness of DP is affected by different factors: sources of runtime overhead and
GPU utilization. Below, we detail each of these aspects.
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Kernel Launch Overhead - To launch a kernel, the CUDA driver and runtime need to
parse the parameters list, buffer the values of these parameters, and dispatch the kernel. These
steps have an associated overhead. This overhead is negligible when the number of nested kernels
is small, but can accumulate and become significant in the presence of numerous kernel launches
[8, 15, 16].
Kernel Buffering Overhead - Kernels waiting to execute are inserted in a pending buffer.
Since CUDA 6, this buffer consists of two pools: a fixed-size pool and a variable-size virtualized
pool. The fixed-size pool incurs lower management overhead but by default can only
accommodate a maximum of 2048 pending kernels. When it becomes full, pending kernels are fed
to the virtual pool, which incurs extra management overhead. Applications spawning a large
number of nested kernels can exhaust the fixed-size pool and experience performance degradation
due to the virtual pool’s overhead. It is possible to increase the capacity of the fixed-size pool
through the CUDA function cudaDeviceSetLimit. However, this will result in a higher global
memory reservation.
Synchronization Overhead - If there exists explicit synchronization between parent and
child kernels, in order to free resources for the execution of child kernels, parent kernels will be
swapped out into global memory. For each level up to the maximum level where they synchronize,
up to 150 MB memory may be reserved for swapping. These extra memory transactions are source
of additional overhead.
Effect of the kernel configuration – It is well known that the full use of the GPU hardware
requires massive multithreading. CUDA currently allows up to 32 kernels to execute concurrently
on a GPU. However, if configured to use small thread configurations, even 32 concurrent kernels
may underutilize the GPU. Meanwhile, there is a limit on the maximum number of blocks that can
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be concurrently active. Thus, configuring nested kernels with a large number of blocks will limit
the number of kernels executing in parallel. As a result, it is important for programmers to carefully
select thread configurations that allow both good device utilization and desired level of
concurrency.
The kernel launch, buffering and synchronization overheads can be reduced by limiting the
number of kernel launches performed. In addition, to avoid GPU underutilization, it is important
to avoid small kernel configurations that would lead to low occupancy even in the presence of
kernel concurrency. In general, DP codes resulting in a large number of small kernel invocations
tend to experience poor performance. In our previous work [15], we have shown that, due to the
large number of small kernel calls they invoke, DP codes following the basic template in Figure
3.1 can underperform flat implementations of the same algorithms by up to a factor of 1000.
3.4 Consolidation Workload to Mitigate DP Overheads
In this section, we present our workload consolidation mechanism designed to avoid the
performance degradation associated with the basic use of dynamic parallelism described above.
The idea at the basis of workload consolidation is fairly simple: by aggregating kernels
spawned by different threads into a single or few consolidated kernels, it is possible both to
decrease the number of nested kernel invocations, thus limiting DP overhead, and to increase the
degree of multithreading of the nested kernels invoked, thus increasing their GPU utilization. In
order to perform workload consolidation, we buffer the work associated to the kernels to be
consolidated, and we defer the handling of this aggregated work to the launch of one or more child
kernels. Since in the SIMT model all threads execute the same instructions on different data, in
order for a thread to buffer work, it will be sufficient for the thread to buffer the pointer(s) or
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Figure 3.2. Workload consolidation – illustration.
index(es) to the data to be processed. This method requires barrier synchronization between the
buffer insertions and the consolidated kernel launches.
This high level idea is illustrated in Figure 3.2. In the figure, the numbers in the array
indicate the amount of work assigned to each thread, and the numbers in red indicate large
workloads that need to be redistributed through the launch of nested kernels. In Figure 3.2 (a), two
child kernels (K1 and K2) are invoked: one to process 326 and the other to process 234 work items.
Workload consolidation, illustrated in Figure 3.3 (b), first inserts the work associated to K1 and
K2 into a consolidation buffer. It then launches a single child kernel (Kcons) to process all the
work in the buffer. Kcons will have a larger thread configuration than K1 and K2.
3.5 Consolidation Workload to Mitigate DP Overheads
CUDA programming model has four levels of parallelism: thread, warp, block and grid.
While threads, blocks and grids are exposed to programmers, warps are implicitly defined as
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groups of 32 threads that execute in lockstep and have contiguous identifiers. In the DP execution
model, kernel launches are performed by threads. We consider three consolidation granularities:
warp-, block- and grid-level.
Warp-level consolidation uses a buffer to aggregate work from the threads within a warp
and launches one kernel per warp. This consolidation method can reduce the number of kernel
invocations at most by a factor of 32. The benefit of warp-level consolidation is that the
synchronization overhead is minimized because no additional synchronization is required beside
the implicit one due to SIMD execution.
Block-level consolidation aggregates work associated to threads within a block and
launches a kernel per block. This method can reduce the number of kernel invocations beyond
what allowed by warp-level consolidation. However, this consolidation scheme requires a blocklevel synchronization (__syncthreads) after the buffer insertions, leading to higher synchronization
overhead than the warp-level variant.
Grid-level consolidation aggregates work from all threads in a grid and then launches a
single child kernel. Since CUDA does not provide global synchronization within a kernel, this
consolidation method requires a customized barrier synchronization (we will discuss this aspect
later). Because of this, grid-level consolidation suffers from the highest synchronization overhead.
3.6 Kernel Transformations Details
The overall kernel transformation flow is shown in Figure 3.3. The input is DP-based
CUDA code annotated with the described pragma directive, and the output is the consolidated
CUDA code. The kernel transformation process consists of two steps: (1) child kernel and (2)
parent kernel transformation. For irregular nested loops, parent and child kernels are different, and
the two code transformations are applied separately to each. For recursive computations, parent
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Figure 3.3. Kernel transformation flow.

and child kernels are the same, and the two transformation steps are applied to the single input
kernel sequentially.
Child kernel transformation – This phase transforms the input child kernel into a
consolidated child kernel. The new kernel fetches work from the consolidation buffer and
processes that work according to the code in the input child kernel. Whenever possible, we
generate moldable kernels [51](that is, kernels with tunable kernel configuration). The way the
original code is mapped to threads and blocks in the consolidated kernel depends on the
configuration of the input child kernel. Specifically, we identify the following cases:
Solo thread: The input child kernel consists of a single block and a single thread (e.g., quick
sort in CUDA SDK). In the consolidated child kernel, each thread will fetch a work item (if
available) from the consolidation buffer, and it will process that work item exactly as the original
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kernel does. To make the kernel moldable, we allow threads to fetch work from the buffer
repeatedly until the buffer becomes empty.
Solo block: The input child kernel consists of a single block with multiple threads, and
these threads operate cooperatively. In the consolidated child kernel, each block will fetch a work
item (if available) from the consolidation buffer, and the threads within the block will
cooperatively process that work item as in the original kernel. To make the kernel moldable, we
allow blocks to fetch work from the buffer repeatedly until the buffer becomes empty. If the
original child kernel is moldable, the number of threads per block in the generated child kernel
will also be tunable; else, the two kernels will have the same block size.
Multi-block and multi-thread: When the original child kernel uses multiple blocks and
threads per block, each work item is processed by all threads cooperatively. In this case, in the
transformed kernel we use a for-loop to wrap the code of the original child kernel. The generated
kernel will extract work from the buffer iteratively, and all threads will process cooperatively each
work item. In this case, the transformed kernel is moldable only if the original kernel is such.
Parent kernel transformation – As shown in Figure 3.3, we divide the parent kernel into
three sections: prework, child kernel launch, and postwork. The prework and postwork represent
the processing done before and after the child kernel launch, respectively. The code
transformations required in the parent kernel are: (1) buffer allocation (before prework); (2)
prework insertion; (3) replacement of the child kernel launch with buffer insertions.
Global Barrier Synchronization on GPU – The global barrier synchronization is
implemented using a counter whose value is initialized to the number of blocks executed. When a
block reaches the barrier, the first thread in the block decrements the counter by one atomically. A
counter decrement to zero indicates that the last block has reached the barrier.
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Consolidation Buffers – The consolidation buffer can be either implemented in global or
in shared memory. Global memory provides slower access but is visible to both parent and child
kernels. Conversely, shared memory is faster but private to each block (and thus not visible within
nested kernels). While parent kernels could fill temporary buffers in shared memory and then copy
them into global memory to allow access by child kernels, the limited size of shared memory
makes this solution not scalable. As a result, we store the consolidation buffers solely in global
memory. For the allocation of the consolidation buffers, we utilize a customized allocator that
leverages a pre-allocated memory pool. Due to the irregular nature of nested parallelism, the
buffers required by different consolidated kernels may vary in size. The programmer needs to set
both its size and the size of the portion of the memory pool allocated to each buffer (recall that in
warp/block-level consolidation every warp/block uses a consolidation buffer). The size of the preallocated memory pool (500MB by default) can be specified using the totalSize argument in the
pragma directive. The per-buffer size (perBufferSize) is predicted as:
totalThread * totalBuffVar * const
where totalThread is the total number of threads from which we consolidate the child
kernels, totalBuffVar is the number of buffered variables (indexes or pointers) per work item; and
const is a constant (default value: 4) that estimates the number of work items assigned to a single
thread. We have observed that, in most cases, the perBufferSize can be determined from a runtime
variable that indicates a property of the current work item. For instance, for the tree applications
in our benchmarks, the buffer size can be derived from the variable that indicates the number of
children of a given node. Notice that for grid level consolidation, only one buffer is required for
each grid: in this case, the grid can directly utilize the whole memory pool and the perBufferSize
is ignored.
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Kernel Configuration Handling – When launching kernel calls, it is common wisdom to
select a configuration that achieves high device occupancy, which is defined as the ratio of the
number of active warps to the number of maximum active warps that the device can host. Although
higher occupancy does not always guarantee higher performance, it usually produces a good
enough result that can be further tuned. The use of the CUDA Occupancy Calculator allows finding
a kernel configuration (B, T) that maximizes the occupancy for a single kernel. However,
concurrent kernels must share the GPU resources, and thus such configuration will not be optimal
for concurrent kernels initiated with DP [51]. To allow multiple kernels to be concurrently active
on GPU, programmers need to downgrade the configuration they obtain by using the Occupancy
Calculator. We refer to Kernel Concurrency (KC) as the maximum number of concurrently active
kernels. The highest KC supported by CUDA as of compute capability 3.5 is 32. Due to the
hardware resource limitations, a concurrency of X may be achieved by downgrading the
configuration (B, T) to ([B/X], T). We name such configuration KC_X.
For grid-level consolidation, at any given time there is only one active consolidated kernel
that processes all the work from all threads in the parent kernel. Hence, we expect the best
configuration to be the one that maximizes the device occupancy for a single kernel. Thus, we use
KC_1 as the default kernel configuration.
For block-level consolidation, each block in the parent kernel will spawn a consolidated
kernel that will handle a smaller amount of work collected from a block in the parent kernel. We
decide to downgrade the configuration by a factor of 16 and use KC_16 as the default
configuration.
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For warp-level consolidation, each warp in the parent kernel will spawn a consolidated
kernel that handles an even smaller amount of work collected from a warp, and a maximum
concurrency of 32 can be easily achieved. Thus, we use KC_32 as the default kernel configuration.
Because users may need to fine-tune the configuration for their applications to achieve the
best performance, we also provide #pragma clauses that allow for user-specified kernel
configurations.
3.7 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our proposed workload consolidation methods on various
applications and datasets. Specifically, we compare the generated consolidated kernels with the
original, basic DP kernels (basic-dp code template in Figure 3.1) and with flat GPU
implementations of the considered algorithms (denoted by np-dp). In all the figures, warp-level,
block-level and grid-level refer to the consolidation granularity considered.
Hardware and Software Setup - We run all experiments on a workstation powered by
two 6-core Xeon E5-2620 CPUs and a NVIDIA K20c GPU. We use CUDA runtime and compiler
version 7.0. We use Nvidia Visual Profiler to collect the profiling data. We average the results of
the experiments over multiple runs.
Benchmark implementations - The benchmarks used in our evaluations are Single Source
Shortest Path (SSSP), Sparse Matrix Vector Multiplication (SpMV), PageRank (PR), Graph
Coloring (GC), Breadth-first Search (BFS). Specifically, we consider the basic-dp and no-dp/flat
implementations from [15, 31, 48, 52]. We use basic-dp implementations as baseline, and report
the performance of flat kernels (no-dp) and consolidated kernels with different consolidation
granularities. Since flat kernels achieve better performance than CPU implementations, we do not
report results of CPU implementations here.
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Figure 3.4. Performance of different kernel configurations (BFS). All results are
normalized to basic dynamic parallelism code.
Datasets - For applications based on graphs and sparse matrices, the datasets used are
CiteSeer (used in SSSP, SPMV, PG) and Kron_log16 (used in GC, BFS), both from the DIMACS
challenges [53]. CiteSeer is a paper citation network with about 434 thousand nodes, 16 million
edges and a node outdegree that varies from 1 to 1,199 across the graph (with an average value of
73.9). Kron_log16 has 65 thousand nodes and 5 million edges, with a node outdegree that varies
from 8 to 36,114.
Selection of the Kernel Configuration - In Chapter 3.6 we discuss three configurations
for consolidated kernels: KC_1, KC_16 and KC_32. These configurations allow the consolidated
kernels to achieve concurrency levels (maximum number of concurrently active kernels) of 1, 16
and 32, respectively. We compare these configurations with two additional configurations
schemes, 1-1 mapping and exhaustive search. The 1-1 mapping configuration indicates that the
kernel is configured to have as many blocks (or threads, in the case of thread-mapped child kernels)
as the number of items in the buffer. The exhaustive search configuration is the best configuration
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we find from exhaustively searching the configuration space [54]. In Figure 3.4 we report the
results on BFS for all considered consolidation granularities over two datasets.
We first compare the three proposed configurations. KC_1 works best for grid-level
consolidation; KC_16 works best for block-level consolidation; and KC_32 works best for warplevel consolidation. This meets our expectations and is coherent with the analysis presented in
Chapter 3.6. We then compare KC_1 for grid-level, KC_16 for block-level and KC_32 for warplevel consolidation with 1-1 mapping. As can be seen, our solution performs much better,
especially for block- and warp-level consolidation. This is because the varying block size of 1-1
mapping lowers the Kernel Concurrency and increases the size of the pending queue, leading to
higher overhead and degraded performance. At last, we compare our scheme with the best
configuration found by exhaustive search. We observe that the configurations selected by our
method (KC_1 for grid-level, KC_16 for block-level and KC_32 for warp-level consolidation)
achieve on average 97% of the performance of the optimal configuration found by exhaustive
search.
The same experiments conducted on the other benchmarks using various datasets report
similar results. In conclusion, our configuration selection method for nested kernels is effective
and leads to nearly optimal performance. In all the remaining experiments, we use KC_1, KC_16
and KC_32 configurations for kernels consolidated at the grid-level, block-level and warp-level
granularities, respectively.
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Figure 3.5. Overall speedup over basic dynamic parallelism.
Overall Performance - Figure 3.5 presents the overall speedup of kernels consolidated at
different granularities over basic-dp. The chart also reports the speedup achieved by flat parallel
code (no-dp) over the baseline. As can be seen, the basic-dp implementation suffers from severe
performance degradation due to the significant kernel management overhead and the limited GPU
utilization. Even compared with the flat GPU kernels, basic-dp reports slowdown factors from 80
to 1100. Warp-level consolidation improves the performance of basic-dp on average by a factor of
1000x but in some cases is not significantly better than the flat GPU kernel (no-dp). Block-level
consolidation outperforms warp-level consolidation, and grid-level consolidation achieves the best
performance across all benchmarks. Even if warp-level consolidation has the benefit of very low
synchronization overhead, when compared to block- and grid-level code, it suffers from the more
significant overhead introduced by the additional child kernel launches. Grid-level consolidation
reduces the number of child kernel launches dramatically, and thus achieves the best performance
despite its extra synchronization overhead. On average, warp-level, block-level and grid-level
consolidation outperform basic-dp by a factor of 999, 1357 and 1459, respectively, and no-dp by
a factor of 2.18, 3.26 and 3.78, respectively.
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Figure 3.6. Warp execution efficiency across benchmarks.

Profiling Results - We first analyze the improvements in hardware utilization achieved by
workload consolidation. Figure 3.6 shows the overall warp execution efficiency, which is defined
in the CUDA documentation [55] as “the ratio of the average active threads per warp to the
maximum number threads per warp”. For each application, we show the results reported by the
basic-dp implementation and the three considered workload consolidation schemes. On top of the
bars we report the number of child kernel invocations performed in each case. First, we can observe
that the proposed consolidation methods reduce the number of kernel invocations to 0.07%14.48% of the ones performed by the corresponding basic-dp code. For instance, in PageRank,
consolidation reduces the number of kernel invocations from 6.7 million (basic-dp) to 380
thousand (warp-level), 113 thousand (block-level) and 40 (grid-level). Second, average warp
execution efficiencies are improved from 33.2% (basic-dp) to 69.3% (warp-level), 75% (blocklevel) and 83.1% (grid-level). The warp execution efficiency measured by Nvidia profiler includes
not only parent and child kernels execution, but also child kernel launch overhead. Child kernel
launches will take more clock cycles than buffer insertion operations, decreasing the warp
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Figure 3.7. SMX occupancy.

efficiency. Consolidation replaces kernel launches with buffer insertions; as a result, it reduces the
overhead of warp divergence and leads to improved overall warp efficiency.
Figure 3.7 shows the achieved streaming multiprocessor occupancy, which measures the
ratio of average active warps over maximum warps supported per streaming multiprocessor [55].
On average, workload consolidation improves this metric from 27.9% (basic-dp) to 39.3% (warplevel), 60.3% (block-level), and 82.9% (grid-level). Recall that in basic-dp each thread launches a
“small” kernel. Hence, the GPU device is filled with many such “small” concurrent kernels. As
mentioned before, there is a hardware limitation on the maximum number of concurrent kernels
that a GPU can accommodate. On K20c, this limit is 32. Therefore, in the basic-dp case, thirtytwo “small” concurrent kernels will underutilize the hardware. Workload consolidation, on the
other hand, increases the average child kernel size and improves resource utilization.
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Figure 3.8. DRAM transactions ratio over basic dynamic parallelism.

To measure the efficiency of memory accesses, we monitor the numbers of DRAM
transactions (read+write) performed by each kernel. Figure 3.8 shows the ratio between the number
of DRAM transactions performed by each consolidated kernel and those performed by the basicdp code. In all cases, the total DRAM transactions are reduced. Specifically, warp-level, blocklevel and grid-level consolidation lead to 60%, 34% and 36% of the original transactions,
respectively. This reduction in memory transactions can be motivated as follows: first, the
consolidation increases the average child kernel size, thus leading to better caching behavior and
memory bandwidth utilization; second, a decrease in the number of nested kernels will lower the
chance of swapping parent kernels out, therefore reducing the memory transaction overhead
associated to kernel swapping; third, the decreased number of nested kernels reduces the use of
the virtualized pool within the pending queue, lowering the overhead of virtual pool management.
It can also be noticed that, for some benchmarks (e.g., SpMV), block-level achieves better memory
utilization than grid-level consolidation. This is due to the overhead associated to our global
synchronization mechanism.
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3.8 Chapter Summary
In this Chapter, we have proposed a workload consolidation mechanism to improve the
efficiency of DP-based codes. Our code transformation technique essentially aggregates child
kernels dynamically spawned by different threads into a single kernel launch. Our method can
significantly reduce the overhead of managing dynamic kernels and increase the level of
concurrency of DP-based codes. We automate the proposed code transformations by implementing
them in a directive-based compiler, thus allowing programmers to write simple and unoptimized
DP-based codes focusing on functionality rather than worrying about code efficiency and
performance. Our experimental evaluation conducted on algorithms exhibiting irregular loops and
parallel recursion shows that kernels consolidated with the proposed code transformations achieve
an average speedup in the order of 1500x over basic implementations using DP and an average
speedup of 3.9x over optimized flat GPU kernels.
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CHAPTER 4: Optimizing Recursive Tree Traversal Patterns
4.1 Introduction
Thanks to their massive parallelism, their cost effectiveness and their power efficiency,
many-core platforms such as GPUs and the Intel Xeon Phi processor have become very popular.
Beside their traditional use as accelerators of image processing and other applications operating
on regular data structures (such as single and multidimensional arrays), many-core processors have
also been successfully used to accelerate algorithms that include scattered and unpredictable
memory access patterns, frequent control flow divergence, and a degree of parallelism that is
known only at runtime. For example, over the past few years there has been a significant interest
in the acceleration of graph algorithms on many-core platforms [33, 38, 56-61].
Recursive tree traversal algorithms are relevant irregular computations found in many
application domains, such as data mining, graphics, machine learning and scientific simulations
[62-64]. There have been a few recent attempts to accelerate recursive tree traversal algorithms on
GPUs. Karras has proposed using an explicit stack to eliminate the recursion from serial tree
traversal algorithms for effective GPU deployment [45]. Goldfarb et al. [19] have applied lockstep
execution to the explicit stack method. We make the following observations. First, recursive tree
traversal applications can be categorized in different computational patterns that exhibit distinct
forms of parallelism and degrees of irregularity. Second, optimization methods designed for GPUs
can also be applied to other parallel processors, but their efficacy depends on the nature of the tree
traversal and on the characteristics on the underlying dataset. Thus, understanding the
computational and memory access characteristics of different recursive tree traversal patterns and
their behavior on various parallel architectures is important to determine the suitability of existing
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and new implementation and optimization methods to different tree traversal algorithms, datasets
and platforms.
In this work we target this problem. First, we identify two major categories of parallel tree
traversal computations: the first includes applications that perform the same serial tree traversal
on multiple input data, and the second includes applications that perform a single parallelizable
recursive tree traversal. We call the former Serial Traversal Multiple Data (STMD) and the latter
Parallel Traversal Single Data (PTSD) patterns. The traversals associated to STMD and PTSD
patterns are depth-first and level order, respectively. We further break down the STMD category
into three patterns, depending on the nature of the traversals performed. Second, for each tree
traversal pattern, we consider a set of recursive and iterative code variants, and we implement them
on CPU, GPU and the Intel Phi. For STMD patterns, we revisit existing optimization techniques
(dynamic ropes and lockstep execution), and we propose two additional techniques: static ropes
and greedy-dynamic-ropes. For the PTSD pattern, we evaluate a basic and an enhanced recursive
implementation as well as an iterative implementation based on a flattening transformation.
Our analysis shows that there is not a single code variant or platform that performs best on
all tree traversal patterns and input datasets. CPU code variants (either recursive or iterative) are
generally preferable for STMD applications where different queries originate different traversal
behaviors at runtime. For STMD applications where the traversal sequence is fixed and known a
priori and parallel traversals differ only in the nodes they skip in that sequence, GPU
implementations with explicit stack and lockstep execution tend to report the best performance,
especially on sorted datasets. For PTMD algorithms, the optimized recursive GPU code with
consolidation variant outperforms the other implementations significantly, and the execution on
CPU and Phi suffers from the serialization overhead of atomic operations.
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4.2 Recursive Tree Traversal Patterns
In this section, we first identify different tree traversal patterns, and we categorize popular
tree traversal applications using these patterns. This will allow us to identify code variants
applicable to all applications falling into each pattern. Traditional formulations of tree traversal
algorithms are recursive. Therefore, we also provide some background information on Nvidia
GPUs and Intel Xeon Phi (co)processors and their recursion support.
4.2.1 Serial Traversal Multiple Data (STMD)
Figure 4.1 (a-b) shows the generic pseudocode of STMD traversals. As can be seen, these
computations have two inputs: a tree and a dataset. Usually, the dataset consists of queries and
each query needs to traverse the tree independently (lines 1-3). While each traversal is inherently
serial (lines 4-9), different queries can be processed simultaneously. Thus, the parallelism of this
category lies in the for-loop at lines 2-3. Each traversal is performed in pre-order and may skip
some nodes (and their subtrees; line 5). The visit_node function at line 6 represents applicationspecific computation (for example, the update of a global variable depending on node-level
attributes). Depending on the order in which child nodes are visited (lines 7-8), we identify three
traversal patterns: STMD-static, STMD-dynamic and STMD-top-down traversal, shown in Figure
4.1 (c-e).
4.2.1.1 STMD-static
In the static pattern (Figure 4.1(c)), all traversals visit the child nodes in the same order
(e.g., from left to right). Thus, the traversal “sequence” is known statically and is the same for all
input queries. However, different traversals may skip different nodes (and subtrees) in the
sequence (line 5). For example, a full depth-first, left-to-right traversal of the tree in Figure 4.3(d)
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(a) initial code triggering STMD traversals
1
2
3

Input: Tree T, Data Q
parallel-foreach (query q: Q)
recurse(q, T.root, …);

(b) STMD
4
5
6
7
8
9

void recurse(query q, Node n){
if (skip(q, n)) return;
visit_node(q, n); //local computation
foreach (Node c: n.children)
recurse(q, c);
}

(c) STMD-static
/* static order */
7
foreach (Node c: n.children [left-to-right])
8
recurse(q, c);

(d) STMD-dynamic

/* query-dependent order */
7
foreach (Node c: n.children [runtime order])
8
recurse(q, c);

(e) STMD-top-down
7
8

Node c = select_child(n);
recurse(q, c);

Figure 4.1. STMD patterns and recursive (REC) code variant. In
(c), (d) and (e) we show lines 7-8 in (b) for each specific pattern.
would lead to traversal sequence “1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 6, 7”. However, if the skip function at line 5 returns
true for some queries on nodes 2 and 7, the related traversals will visit only nodes 1, 3 and 6.
4.2.1.2 STMD-dynamic
In the dynamic pattern (Figure 4.1(d)), the order in which the children are visited differs
from node to node and is query-dependent, leading to multiple traversal sequences known only at
runtime. Traversals may again skip some nodes (and their subtrees) depending on runtime
conditions (for example, on the value of the node’s attributes).
4.2.1.3 STMD-top-down
In the top-down pattern (Figure 4.1(e)), the traversals are limited to one child per node, and
they always move in direction of increasing depth (i.e., from the root to the leaves, unless they are
truncated on an intermediate node)
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1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10

Input: Tree T
recurse(T.root);
void recurse(Node n){
if (isleaf(n)) return;
parallel-foreach (Node c: n.children)
recurse(c);
sync(); // parent waits for children
visit_node(n); //local computation
}

Figure 4.2. PTSD pattern.
4.2.2 Parallel Traversal Single Data (PTSD)
PTSD computations, shown in Figure 4.2, perform a single level-based traversal that visits
the tree in a top-down fashion (from the root node to the leaves). The parent node visits recursively
its children (lines 5-6), waits for the completion of their computation, and then performs local
computation and updates its local variables. In PTSD, usually the information collected on the
nodes is aggregated at their ancestors. The parallelism of this pattern lies on the fact that the child
nodes (and subtrees) can be visited in parallel (line 5-6). The synchronization at line 8 is necessary
if the code is parallelized and ensures that the computation of the child nodes is completed before
the parent node begins to perform its local computation after the recursive call on child nodes and
update its local variable (based on the values of its children).
4.2.3 Categorization of Applications into Patterns
Here we present a collection of parallelizable tree traversal applications that includes seven
compute kernels, and we categorize them into the patterns identified above.
Barnes-Hut N-Body simulations estimate gravitational forces between objects in space
(e.g. stars) using the Barnes-Hut n-body algorithm. This algorithm recursively divides the space
into eight subspaces until each subspace contains only one object. The resulting hierarchical
structure is stored in an octree, where each node represents a subspace. In the tree construction
phase, the algorithm first inserts the objects into the octree starting from the root, and then it
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updates the node attributes (i.e., the center of mass and the total mass of each subspace) by running
the Mass Calculation (MC) compute kernel. The algorithm then computes the gravitational force
applied to each object in space through the Gravitational Force (GF) compute kernel, which
follows the STMD-static pattern and operates on all objects in parallel.
Mass Calculation (MC) compute kernel in Barnes-Hut N-Body follows the PTSD pattern
and performs a separate traversal for each object in the space.
Point Correlation (PC) is a spatial correlation compute kernel that finds all the points in
space that are within a given radius from a query point. The algorithm operates on a kd-tree, where
the leaf nodes store the coordinates of the points in space, and the internal nodes store the boundary
information corresponding to the points in each subtree. PC follows the STMD-static pattern: it
processes different query points in parallel, follows the same traversal sequence for each query
point, and skips traversing some nodes based on the boundary information and the given radius.
Nearest Neighbor (NN) is a compute kernel often used in computer vision and pattern
recognition applications. NN finds the point in a given dataset that is closest to a query point. The
algorithm first builds a kd-tree based on the dataset. Then, for each query point, it finds its closest
data point by traversing the kd-tree. NN follows the STMD-dynamic pattern. During traversal, the
child node (and its subtree) that is closest to the query point is visited first, possibly leading to a
different traversal sequence for each query point.
Vantage Point (VP) is a variation of Nearest Neighbor search. VP represents a given
dataset using a vantage point tree built as follows. At every tree node, a dynamically picked point
serves as the “vantage point”, and the remaining points are partitioned into two sets: those closer
to the vantage point are inserted in the left subtree, and the other points are inserted in the right
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subtree. The query process is similar to NN search, and therefore VP follows the STMD-dynamic
pattern, too.
Binary Search (BS) stores a given set of points into a binary tree. During the search, each
query point traverses the tree from the root to the leaves to check for the existence of a point with
given characteristics (e.g., a point identical to the query point). BS follows the STMD-top-down
pattern.
Tree Descendants (TD) calculates the number of descendants of all nodes in a tree. In its
recursive formulation, TD initializes the number of descendants of all the leaf nodes to 1. It then
moves from the leaves to the root (by recursing in the opposite direction) and updates the number
of descendants of the internal nodes level-by-level. Each level of the recursive traversal is
parallelizable. Thus, TD follows the PTSD pattern.
4.2.4 Support of Recursion on GPU and Xeon Phi
GPU – In this work we use Nvidia GPUs and the CUDA programming model. Each GPU
consists of a number of parallel streaming multiprocessors (SMs), each including several scalar
cores (32-192 on current GPU generations). SMs share an L2 cache and an off-chip memory
(called global or device memory), while cores on the same SM share fast, on-chip memory (used
as L1 cache or scratchpad). On the software side, threads are grouped into thread-blocks and
execute in SIMD units called warps (32 threads each). Threads and thread-blocks are mapped onto
scalar cores and SMs, respectively. Two important factors affect performance. First, since threads
within a warp are forced to execute the same instruction, control flow divergence within a warp
leads to thread serialization and core underutilization. Second, since global memory is accessed in
128-byte transactions, the memory bandwidth is better utilized when threads within a warp access
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the same 128-byte chunk, allowing multiple memory accesses to be coalesced into a single
transaction.
Recursion support – GPUs support two forms of recursion: recursive device functions and
recursive parallel kernels. Recursive device functions enable recursive execution within each
individual thread. By default, each thread has a 1 KB stack located in global memory. The
cudaDeviceSetLimit function allows the programmer to set a different stack size, allowing deep
recursion. Recursive parallel kernel invocations are enabled on Nvidia GPUs via Dynamic
Parallelism (DP) [11]. With DP, a GPU thread can launch a GPU kernel without returning the
control to the CPU. Threads within a kernel can invoke the kernel itself, making the kernel
recursive. DP has limitations: first, there is an overhead associated which each dynamic kernel
launch; second, Nvidia GPUs allow up to 32 concurrent kernels and a maximum recursive depth
of 24. As a consequence, a large number of recursive kernel calls, each performing little work, will
lead to device underutilization.
Intel Xeon Phi – Intel Xeon Phi is an x86 ISA-compatible many-core processor. In this
work, we use the Knights Corner (KC) architecture. KC includes 57-61 cores, each providing
support for 4 hardware threads. Each core has a 512-bit SIMD unit, and 32 KB data and instruction
caches. All cores share a ring-connected fully coherent L2 cache (512KB per core). The Phi allows
different execution and programming models. In this work, we use the offload model to offload
computation to the Phi and OpenMP to parallelize the code. The Phi supports recursion natively.
Each thread has a default 2 MB stack.
4.3 Code Variants for STMD Patterns
We consider three code variants for the STMD patterns: recursive, dynamic ropes and static
ropes. All code variants parallelize the loop at lines 2-3 of Figure 4.1 by distributing the loop
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iterations (i.e., the queries) over the available threads. We have implemented these code variants
on all three platforms considered (CPU, GPU and the Intel Phi). In addition, we provide two GPUspecific optimized code variants.
Recursive (REC) – The REC code variant is the naïve parallelization of the recursive
implementation in Figure 4.1, where each thread performs a different query. On GPU, we have
implemented the recurse function as a device function invoked by the kernel. To support recursion,
each GPU thread has a dedicated stack stored in global memory. To enable deep recursion, in our
tests we set the per-thread stack size to 5KB. We note that this code variant may suffer from
significant warp divergence. To see why, consider the code in Figure 4.1 (the same consideration
applies for all STMD patterns). If the traversal of a thread skips a node, that thread must wait until
all threads in the same warp traversing that node have returned from their recursive calls, that is,
until they have completed the traversal of the subtree of that node.
Dynamic Ropes (DR) – Recursion introduces overhead, and is particularly expensive on
GPU. To avoid the cost of recursion, tree traversal can be performed in an iterative fashion while
managing the stack explicitly [45]. The corresponding DR code variant is shown in Figure 4.3(b).
As can be seen, recursion is avoided by making explicit use of a user-defined, thread-private stack.
The stack is initialized with the root node (line 5), and the loop at lines 6-12 continues executing
as long as there are elements in the stack. At every iteration of the loop, each thread pops a node
from its own stack, processes it, and pushes its children onto the stack. On all platforms, the stack
space is preallocated. On GPU, the maximum per-thread stack size is determined by multiplying
the maximum node depth by the maximum node outdegree. On CPU and Phi, to avoid cache
conflicts among threads accessing their stacks, we impose an additional constraint: the per-thread
stack must be aligned to the L1 cache line size. On GPU, the stack and stack pointer are stored in
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(a) common rope traversal code
1
2
3

Input: Tree T, Data Q
parallel-foreach (query q: Q)
iterate(q, T.root, …);

(b) dynamic ropes (DR)
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

void iterate(query q, Node root){
stack.push(root);
while (stack.not_empty()) {
Node n=stack.pop();
if (skip(q, n)) break;
visit_node(q, n);
foreach (Node c: n.children)
stack.push(c);
}
}

(c) static ropes (SR)
4
5
6
7
8
8
9
10
11

void iterate(query q, Node root){
Node n=root;
while (n!=invalid) {
if (skip(q, n))
n=n.rope_destination;
else {
visit_node(q, n);
n=n.first_child;
}
}
}

(d) example of static rope installation

Figure 4.3. STMD rope-based code variants.

global memory and in a thread-private register, respectively. In addition, on GPU we interleave
the elements belonging to the stacks of adjacent threads to increase the likelihood of coalesced
memory accesses when adjacent threads operate on their stacks. We note that, while this code does
not make use of recursion, it is subject to warp divergence. In fact, since different queries can
generate distinct traversals, they can lead to different stack behaviors.
However, we observe that the amount of warp divergence of DR can be significantly lower
than that of REC. In this case, if the traversal of a thread skips a node, that thread does not need to
wait until all the threads in the same warp have finished the traversal of that node’s subtree, but
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(a) Greedy-DR code variant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Input: Tree T, Data Q
query q=fetch_query(Q);
parallel-while (q.valid()){
if (stack.empty()) stack.push(T.root);
Node n=stack.pop();
if (!skip(q, n)){
visit_node(q, n);
foreach (Node c: n.children)
stack.push(c);
}
if (stack.empty()) q=fetch_query(Q);
}

(b) DR-L code variant (dynamic ropes with lockstep execution)
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

void iterate(query q, Node root){
stack.push(root, 0xFFFFFFFF);
while (stack.not_empty()){
(Node n, unsigned mask)=stack.pop();
if (bit_set(mask)){
if (skip(q, n))
clear_bit(&mask);
else visit_node(q, n);
}
mask=warp_vote(mask);
if (mask != 0)
foreach (Node c: n.children)
stack.push(c, mask);
} } }

(c)

SR-L

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

code

variant

(static

ropes

with

lockstep

void iterate(query q, Node root){
Node n=root;
push(stack, 0xFFFFFFFF);
while(n!=invalid) {
unsigned mask = stack.peek(0);
if (bit_set(mask)) {
if (skip(q, n))
clear_bit(mask);
else visit_node(q, n);
}
mask=warp_vote(mask);
if (rightmost(n)) stack.pop();
if (mask!=0){ /* dive into subtree */
n=n.first_child;
stack.push(mask);
}else{ /* follow rope */
n=n.rope_destination;
} }}

execution)

Figure 4.4. Optimized STMD code variants for GPU.

only until they have pushed their children onto the stack. Since different threads can pop different
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nodes from the stack (line 7), however, the DR code variant may suffer from memory divergence
(i.e., lack of locality within a warp).
Static Ropes (SR) – For the STMD-static pattern, since the traversal sequence is fixed and
known a priori, we can pre-install static ropes on the tree as shown in Figure 4.3(d), where the
ropes are represented by dashed lines. As can be seen, for every node n, its rope points to the next
node that will be visited if the traversal skips node n. For example, if the tree is traversed left-toright, for each node n, the rope of its rightmost child (e.g., node 5) points to the same node as the
rope of n, while the ropes of the other children (e.g., nodes 2, 4 and 6) point to the sibling to their
right. The pseudocode of the SR code variant is shown in Figure 4.3(c). As can be seen, the
recursion is replaced with a loop (lines 6-11) that executes as long as there is a valid node to
process. If the traversal skips a node (line 7-8), it will skip that node’s subtree and follow the rope.
Otherwise, it will visit the node and move to its subtree (lines 9-10). The use of static ropes avoids
the overhead of recursion and explicit stack’s handling, but is applicable only to the STMD-static
pattern.
GPU optimizations – Due to its SIMD execution, the code variants above present
inefficiencies on GPU. To mitigate these issues, we propose two GPU-specific optimization
methods that apply to rope-based code variants.
Greedy-DR (GDR) – We note that, due to the nested loops at lines 2 and 6 of Figure 4.3(b),
in the DR method a thread does not fetch a new query until all threads in the same warp have
finished processing their current query. This can lead to considerable warp divergence. In order to
mitigate this problem, we propose a greedy version of DR (GDR). The GDR code variant is shown
in Figure 4.4(a). GDR essentially merges the two nested loops of DR into a single loop, allowing
a thread to fetch a new query as soon as it finishes processing its current query (that is, as soon as
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its stack becomes empty). This limits the time a thread will be inactive waiting for other threads
to complete the processing of their current query.
Lockstep execution (LE) – Different queries can trigger different traversals, and all
considered code variants allow different threads to be processing different nodes at the same time.
This can lead to scattered memory accesses within each warp, negatively affecting performance.
In order to mitigate this problem, Goldfarb et al. [19] proposed enhancing DR with lockstep
execution. Here, we extend this method to SR. Essentially, lockstep execution forces threads
belonging to the same warp to follow the same traversal path, masking out threads when their
traversal skips the current node. This allows avoiding memory divergence within each warp at the
cost of increased control-flow divergence. We note that, since it requires all threads within a warp
to perform the same traversal sequence, this code variant is applicable only to two categories of
codes: (a) codes following the STMD-static, and (b) a subset of STMD-dynamic codes that, while
deciding the traversal sequence at runtime, force the same traversal sequence on all threads within
a warp. The majority of STMD-dynamic codes does not have this property and requires algorithmspecific code transformations to be eligible for lockstep execution.
Figure 4.4(b) shows the pseudocode of DR with lockstep execution (DR-L). In this code
variant, all threads within a warp share the same stack, which is stored in shared memory. A 32bit mask indicating which threads are active in a given traversal step is pushed onto the stack along
with the rope information (line 5 and 16). Initially, all threads are active, and therefore the stack is
initialized with all bits set to 1 (line 5). Stack operations (lines 5, 7 and 16) are executed in lockstep
by all threads within a warp, causing the threads to push into the stack and pop from it the same
element and, as a consequence, perform the same node traversal. By reading its own bit from the
active mask (line 8), each thread can determine whether to process and traverse the current node.
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When a traversal skips the current node, it clears the appropriate bit in the mask (line 10). We note
that, since each thread pops the mask information into a thread-private register, the clear_bit
function does not need to be atomic. However, threads must aggregate their local masks before
proceeding to the traversal of more nodes, and they do so through the warp voting function at line
13. If there is at least one thread that does not skip the current node, the warp will dive into the
subtree of the current node and push its children and the current mask into the stack (line 15-17).
Figure 4.4(c) shows the SR code variant with lockstep execution (SR-L). The logic of this
code variant is similar to that of DR-L. The main differences in the handling of the stack between
these two methods are the following. First, SR-L requires the stack to contain only the mask
information. Second, in SR-L the stack needs to be modified only when the traversal moves to a
different level in the tree, whereas following “horizontal” ropes does not require updating the stack.
Specifically, threads within a warp must push a mask into the stack when moving from one node
to its children (lines 17-18), and they must pop an element from the stack (line 15) after processing
the rightmost node in a set of siblings (e.g., nodes 1, 3, 5 and 7 in Figure 4.3(d)). We recall that
the ropes of rightmost siblings point to nodes at lower depth. At every node traversal, the threads
must use the mask on the top of the stack (line 8), that is, the mask pushed onto the stack by their
parent.
4.4 Code Variants for PTSD Patterns
Recursion (REC) – We recall that the parallelism of the PTSD pattern lies on the fact that
the child nodes (and their subtrees) can be visited in parallel (lines 6-7 in Figure 4.2). On GPU, we
leverage the feature Dynamic Parallelism to perform nested kernel invocations. The current
CUDA distribution contains a few examples of recursive kernels, some of which, however,
perform worse than equivalent, non-recursive codes. QuickSort is one of these examples. The
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CUDA SDK contains two implementations of QuickSort, both relying on dynamic parallelism:
Simple QuickSort and Advanced QuickSort. We compared these two recursive codes with a nonrecursive MergeSort kernel, also part of the CUDA SDK. We collected the results by running these
sort implementations on arrays whose size varies from 300 thousand to 2 million elements. The
performance of the recursive implementation depends on the setting of the recursive depth
parameter, which allows trading off the load balancing effect of dynamic parallelism and its nested
kernel call overhead. In fact, when the recursive depth limit is reached, Simple and Advanced
QuickSort invoke a flat kernel (Selection and Bitonic Sort, respectively) to handle the remaining
subarrays. As can be seen, while Advanced QuickSort outperforms Simple QuickSort, the best
results are achieved by the non-recursive MergeSort kernel on all datasets. To conclude, while
QuickSort is an interesting use case for dynamic parallelism, the overhead of the nested kernel
calls and their need for synchronization makes a non-recursive GPU implementation preferable to
a recursive one even in the presence of more optimized and complex code. We aim to understand
in which situations implementing recursive kernels using dynamic parallelism is preferable to nonrecursive GPU variants of the algorithms considered. Thus, the REC variant serves as the baseline
and we compare it with other proposed code variants.
Figure 4.5(a) shows the pseudocode of the recursive code variant (REC) for PTMD pattern
on GPU. As can be seen, a parent kernel first launches a separate child kernel for each of its child
nodes (lines 5 and 6), then it waits for all the child kernels to complete (line 7), and finally it
performs the local visit and makes the necessary local updates (line 8). The kernel configuration
can be set in different ways, leading to the use of different forms of synchronization at line 7. Here,
we use a single-block configuration, allowing an intra-block barrier (__syncthread instruction) to
be used at line 7. In addition, we parallelize the loop at lines 5-6 over threads. On CPU and Phi,
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(a) recursive kernel with DP on GPU
1
2

Input: Tree T
recurse_kernel<<<Bnum, Bsize>>>(T.root);

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

__global__ void recurse_kernel(Node n){
if (isleaf(n)) return;
foreach(c: n.children) {
recurse_kernel<<<Bnum, Bsize>>>(c);
sync(); //parent waits for children
n.descendants+=c.descendants;
} }

(b) flat kernel for CPU, GPU and Phi
1
2

Input: Tree T
flat_kernel(T);

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

void flat_kernel(Tree T){
parallel-foreach(Node n: T.nodes) {
Node p=n.parent;
while(p!=invalid){
atomic{p.descendants+=1;};
p=p.parent;
} } }

Figure 4.5. Recursive and Flat code variants for PTMD pattern.

parallelizing the foreach loop of Figure 4.2 by spawning a separate thread for each child of the
current node would result in a massive number of threads, quickly exhausting the system resources.
Thus, we keep REC on CPU and Phi serial.
Flat Iterative (FLAT) – We recall that the PTSD pattern dives recursively from the root to
the leaves of the tree, and updates the nodes level-by-level bottom-up. Thus, the recursive function
can be flattened (and made iterative) with a bottom-up method [18]. Figure 4.5(b) shows the flat
iterative code variant (FLAT) for the recursive code in Figure 4.2. As can be seen, each node
updates its parent, and the update is propagated up to the root of the tree (lines 5-9). The update
function (line 7) can be derived from the work after the child recursive function in the recursive
code variant (line 8 in Figure 4.5(a)). After performing this flattening transformation, we
parallelize the foreach loop at line 4 on all platforms by mapping nodes to threads. Since multiple
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(a) recursive kernel with DP and consolidation on GPU
1
2
3

Input: Tree T
buffer.add(T.root);
recurse_kernel<<<Bnum, Bsize>>>(buffer, 0, 1);

4 __ global__ void recurse_kernel(buffer, start, end){
5
Node n=buffer.fetch(tid, bid);
6
if (isleaf(n)) return;
7
foreach(Node c: n.children) buffer.add(c);
8
global_sync();
9
if(tid=last_thread()) {
10
if(buffer.newly_added>0)
11
recurse_kernel<<<Bnum, Bsize>>>(buffer,…);
12
sync();
13
post_work<<<Bnum, Bsize>>>(buffer, …);
14
}
15 }

(b) recursive kernel with consolidation on CPU and Phi
1
2
3

Input: Tree T
buffer.add(T.root);
recurse(buffer, 0, 1);

4 void recurse(buffer, start, end){
5
parallel-foreach(Node n: buffer(start,end)){
6
if(isleaf(n)) continue;
7
foreach(Node c: n.children)
8
buffer.add(c);
9
}
10
if(buffer.newly_added>0)
11
recurse(buffer, …);
12
parallel-foreach(Node n: buffer(start,end))
13
visit_node(n);
14 }

Figure 4.6. Consolidation code variants for PTSD pattern.

nodes may attempt to modify their common ancestor concurrently, the update operation must be
performed atomically using platform-specific synchronization mechanisms.
Consolidated Recursion (CREC) – To reduce recursion overhead and increase the amount
of parallelism within each recursive call, we can aggregate multiple recursive calls into one. In
previous chapter, we have proposed three kernel consolidation mechanisms for GPU, namely
warp-, block- and grid-level consolidation. Here, we show that, with proper handling of the work
after the child recursive function in the recursive code variant (line 8 in Figure 4.5(a)), we can
extend the consolidation scheme to support PTSD pattern as well. We illustrate the use of our
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proposed grid-level kernel consolidation method on GPU. Figure 4.6(a) shows the pseudocode of
the CREC code variant on GPU. As can be seen, instead of launching a kernel for every child
node, the parent kernel buffers the children of the node(s) processed in a global buffer (line 8).
Once the buffering operation is completed, the last thread of the grid first launches a single
recursive kernel to process all the nodes buffered (lines 9-11), and then it invokes the post_work
kernel to perform the local computation on all these nodes (line 13). Since the buffer is required
by both recurse_kernel and post_work, we use a single global buffer shared by all kernel calls. As
a consequence, each kernel invocation requires the position of the first and the last element of the
buffer that it must process (start and end parameters at line 4, respectively). We note that this
implementation performs a recursive call for each level of the tree, and the size of the buffer must
be equal to the number of nodes in the tree. We tested two parallelization alternatives: in one case
(block-mapping) each thread-block fetches an element from the buffer and parallelizes the visit of
its children (line 7) over threads, in the other case (thread-mapping) each thread fetches an element
from the buffer and traverses its children sequentially. The synchronization calls at lines 8 and 12
ensure correct buffering and node updating.
We extend this code variant to CPU and Phi as shown in Figure 4.6(b). The global buffer
is again initialized to contain the root node (line 2). At each recursive step, multiple threads fetch
the nodes from the buffer and insert their children into it cooperatively (parallel region at lines 59). Once the buffering is completed, a single thread invokes the recursive traversal of the nodes
newly added to the buffer (note that lines 10-11 are not within a parallel region). After this
recursive call, multiple threads perform the local visit of the nodes in the buffer assigned to the
current kernel invocation concurrently (parallel region at lines 12-13).
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1 __global__ void recurse_kernel(Tree T, Node n){
2
Block_mapped-loop(node c: n.children()){
3
Bool recurseSHMEM = false;
4
if (!leaf(c)){
5
thread-mapped-loop(node gc:c.children()){
6
if(!leaf(gc)) recurseSHMEM = true;
7
}
8
if (recurseSHMEM)
9
hier_rec_kernel<,>(T,c);
10
sync();
11
else
12
c.descendants+=c.num_children();
13
}
14
atomic{ n.descendants += c.descendants;}
15 } }

Figure 4.7. Hierarchical approach for PTMD pattern on GPU

Note that, since the recursive call is invoked only by a single master thread and the second
parallel region does not start executing until the recursive call has returned, this CPU/Phi
implementation does not cause real nested parallelism and keeps the number of active threads
limited to those of a single parallel region.
GPU Hierarchical Approach (HIER) – We propose a GPU-specific hierarchical code
variant in Figure 4.7. The HIER code variant takes a different approach to reduce the overhead of
recursive kernel invocations. The HIER code variant performs block-based parallelization of the
recursive code over the children of the current node and thread-based parallelization over its
grandchildren. The nested kernel invocations in this case happen at the thread- block level, and
spawn hierarchical grids of threads. We perform recursion on the children of the current node.
Recursion on the grandchildren would also be possible, but would cause more nested kernels to be
spawned (thus degrading performance).
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4.5 Experimental Evaluation
4.5.1 Experimental Setup
Platforms and Software Stack – We evaluate our compute kernels on three platforms.
Our CPU system has two Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPUs, each equipped with six hyper-threaded cores
running at 2 GHz. Each CPU has a 32 KB L1 instruction cache, a 32 KB L1 data cache, and a 256
KB L2 cache per core, and a shared 15 MB L3 cache. The system is equipped with 64 GB of
memory. We use GCC 4.8.5 to compile our CPU codes. Our GPU system contains an nVidia Tesla
K20c equipped with 13 SMs, each with 192 scalar cores, and about 5GB of global memory. We
compile and run our GPU codes using CUDA 8.0. Our Intel Xeon Phi system contains a Knights
Corner 3120A co-processor with 57 cores (each with support for 4 hardware threads) and 6 GB of
device memory. Each core has a 32 KB L1 instruction cache, a 32 KB L1 data cache and a 512
KB L2 cache. We use Intel Parallel Studio XE 17.0 toolchain to compile and run Phi codes. All
codes are compiled with optimization level flag -O3. All systems run Linux REHL 7.0, kernel
v3.10. On CPU and Phi we parallelize the code using OpenMP, and, unless otherwise indicated,
we run 24 threads (2 threads per core) on CPU and 228 threads (4 threads per core) on Phi. On
GPU, we always use the kernel configuration that maximizes device occupancy.
Applications and Input Datasets – We use a combination of publicly available and
synthetic datasets. We test GF and MC on the Plummer dataset from the Lonestar benchmark suite
and on a randomly generated dataset (1M-Random), both containing 1 million input points. We
test PC, NN, VP and BS on the Covtype dataset from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [65]
and on a randomly generated dataset (0.2M-Random), both consisting of 200 thousand sevendimensional input points. For TD, we use two synthetic datasets: Random-1 and Random-2.
Random-1 is a randomly generated tree with depth 14 and node outdegree ranging from 4 to 8,
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where each tree node except the root has 50% chance of having children. Random-2 is a randomly
generated tree with depth 10 and node outdegree ranging from 32 to 64, where each node except
the root has 12.5% probability of having children.
For STMD kernels, we run two sets of experiments: one where the query points are
previously sorted, and another where they are unsorted. The sorting method is based on the
following consideration. For all applications, the organization of the reference points into the tree
reflects physical characteristics of the input dataset. Therefore, we can perform sorting based on
the underlying tree structure. For GF, PC and NN, all query points have an equivalent reference
point stored in a tree node. Therefore, we sort the query points according to an inorder traversal of
the tree. VP datasets can contain query points that don’t have an equivalent reference point in the
tree nodes. Therefore, we build a tree of query points with the same method used to build the
reference tree, and we sort the query points according to an inorder traversal of that tree.
4.5.2 Results and Analysis on Different Patterns
We present the performance results reported on the STMD and PTSD patterns by the
considered code variants. On the STMD patterns, we have observed similar trends on real-world
and synthetic datasets. In the interest of space, we only show the results reported on the real-world
datasets. In all cases, we average the performance data collected over three runs.
STMD-static pattern – Figure 4.8 shows the execution time reported by GF and PC on
the Plummer and Covtype datasets, respectively. We observe that sorting is crucial to performance.
When the input queries are not sorted, although all the queries follow the same traversal sequence,
adjacent queries tend to skip different nodes in that sequence. On GPU this leads to control-flow
and memory divergence within warps; on CPU and Phi this leads to poor memory locality.
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(a) GF with Plummer Dataset

(b) PC with Covtype Dataset

Figure 4.8. Results for STMD-static kernels

On unsorted inputs we observe the following. First, the REC code variant performs worst
on GPU than on the other platforms. We recall that REC can incur significant warp divergence,
since it forces a thread that skips the traversal of a node to wait until all the threads within the same
warp have completed the traversal of the subtree of that node. In addition, since the stack is in
global memory, REC suffers from slow, un-coalesced global memory accesses on GPU.
Second, on GPU the DR code variant outperforms the REC code variant. We recall that
DR removes recursion by using explicit stack and iterative execution. This transformation allows
threads within a warp to traverse different nodes of the tree in parallel, significantly reducing warp
divergence at the cost of memory divergence.
Third, on CPU and Phi, DR performs better than REC on the GF kernel, but similarly or
worse than REC on the PC kernel. As we will see, GF is the only kernel for which REC does not
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outperform DR on CPU and Phi. We note that, while REC performs tree traversal in a depth-first
fashion, DR enqueues and processes the children of each node in sequence. For trees with larger
node outdegrees (e.g. octree used by GF), this can lead to better memory locality in the DR case,
explaining the performance benefits of DR over REC.
Forth, The DR-L and SR-L optimization methods do not show significant improvements
over their un-optimized version. This is because, when threads in a warp follow different
traversals, lockstep execution can yield to significant warp divergence. In fact, while all the threads
in a warp always read the same tree node, few of them will be active on that node.
Fifth, by avoiding the use of recursion and of an explicit stack, SR reports the best
performance on GPU, and it performs similarly to the other code variants on CPU. PC on Phi is
the only case where REC is preferable to SR.
On sorted input we observe the following. First, on GPU sorting leads to significant
performance improvements (by a factor ~4.6x) for REC, DR-L and SR-L. We recall that these
three code variants traverse the nodes of the tree in lockstep (i.e., threads within the same warp
can never process different nodes in parallel). With unsorted inputs, threads forced to follow the
same path may lead to high warp divergence (i.e., many inactive threads). Sorting the inputs allows
threads within the same warp to process similar queries and skips similar sets of nodes, thus
limiting warp divergence. While REC stores the implicit stack in global memory, DR-L and SRL store their explicit stack (and the mask used to handle divergent threads) in shared memory. This
leads to a 2-7x speedup of DR-L and SR-L over REC. Second, on GPU the SR code variant
performs better than the DR variant. This is due to its removal of the slow global memory stack
accesses and to the fact that it reads every node only once. Third, on CPU and Phi, the three code
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(a) NN with Covtype Dataset

(b) VP with Covtype Dataset

Figure 4.9. Results for STMD-dynamic kernels

variants have similar trends as in the unsorted case. Overall, on sorted inputs the GPU code variants
with lockstep execution exhibit the best performance.
We conclude with two high-level observations. On unsorted inputs, while the SR code
variant on GPU achieves the best performance on the GF kernel, the CPU code variants are within
a small margin from the best implementation. On the other hand, on sorted input the GPU code
variants with explicit stack and lockstep execution are by far the best solutions.
STMD-dynamic pattern – Figure 4.9 shows the performance of NN and VP on the
Covtype dataset. We recall that, while traversals may skip different nodes (like in the STMD-static
pattern), in STMD-dynamic kernels the order of traversal of the child nodes is known only at
runtime and might differ from node to node. Consequently, the number of possible traversal
sequences increases with the depth of the tree and the outdegree of the nodes. As a result, the SR
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code variant is not applicable in this case. Further, applying lockstep execution on the NN and VP
kernels would require rewriting the way these algorithms are implemented and perform tree
traversal. Thus, we don’t include the SR, SR-L and DR-L code variants in this analysis. We make
the following observations.
First, sorting the input queries does not have a significant effect on performance. This is
because, even with sorting, the chance of adjacent queries performing the same traversal is low
due to the dynamic visiting sequence. Only the REC code variant on GPU reports an appreciable
benefit from sorting. This is because this code variant incurs significant warp divergence, and
sorting can alleviate this problem. The performance improvement, however, is limited (by a factor
1.2-1.4x) as compared to the static case (where sorting allows a 2.9-3.3x performance benefit).
Second, due to its reduced warp divergence, the DR code variant significantly outperforms
REC on GPU. However, on CPU and Phi, DR performs similarly to REC (and slightly worse that
it on CPU). CPU and Phi are MIMD devices, where cores do not execute in synchronization with
each other. The use of explicit stack and iterative execution by DR does not significantly help
performance over REC because both code variants perform similar stack operations: they push
onto the stack and later pop from it nodes that need to be processed. The main difference between
the two code variants is the order of processing: DR buffers all the children of the current node
before fetching the next element from the stack, thus visiting the children of the same node in
sequence; on the other hand, REC effectively proceeds in depth-first fashion. This difference can
affect cache performance, leading to DR to perform slightly better than REC on the Phi where the
L2 cache miss penalty is expensive.
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BS with Covtype Dataset

Figure 4.10. Results for STMD-top-down kernel

Third, CPU outperforms Phi and GPU in all cases, proving a better platform when data
locality is hard to achieve by sorting. Phi generally outperforms GPU, except in one case (DR code
variant on NN).
Forth, as for SIMD-static kernels, our GPU optimized G-DR variant does not show
performance improvement over DR even if the profiling data show improved warp efficiency
(from 21% to 42%). G-DR must check if the stack is empty before and after each traversal step
(lines 4 and 11 in Figure 4.4 (a)), causing some overhead. We observed that G-DR outperforms
DR on small inputs (e.g. 0.02 million nodes), but this performance benefit decreases when the size
of the dataset increases. The memory bandwidth requirement is a more significant limiting factor
to performance.
To conclude, on STMD-dynamic kernels CPU outperforms Phi and GPU, and the REC
variant on CPU achieves the best performance (besides providing better programmability).
STMD-top-down pattern – Figure 4.10 shows the results reported by BS on the Covtype
dataset. Note that in this case the y-axis is in logarithmic scale and the execution time is expressed
in ms (rather than in s). We recall that, while this pattern may still skip the traversal of any node,
for every node it selects at most a child to visit. This has the following implications. First, a
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(b) TD with Random1 and Random2 Dataset

Figure 4.11. Results for PTSD kernels

traversal terminates as soon as a node is skipped. Second, a traversal visits at most D nodes, where
D is the maximum depth of the tree. Last, although the traversal sequence is still query-dependent,
the number of possible sequences is far smaller than that of STMD-dynamic, and each traversal
requires fetching a limited amount of data.
We make the following observations. First, the execution time of BS is substantially
smaller than that of other STMD-kernels. Second, except for the REC code variant on GPU, sorting
does not significantly affect performance. Due to a positive effect on warp divergence, sorting
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improves the performance of REC on GPU by a factor ~1.5x, in turn allowing this code variant to
outperform its CPU counterpart by a factor ~1.5x. Phi’s performances are the worst for all code
variants and datasets.
PTSD pattern – Figure 4.11 reports the results on the MC and TD kernels. Note that the
y-axis is in logarithmic scale.
We recall that, while on GPU we have parallelized REC using dynamic parallelism, on
CPU and Phi we have kept this code variant serial to avoid exhausting the system resources by
spawning a massive number of threads in parallel. As can be seen, REC reports significantly better
performance on CPU and Phi (serial execution) than on GPU. This is due to the significant kernel
launch overhead coupled with the small amount of work performed by each kernel on GPU.
The FLAT and CREC code variants use atomic operations for node updates and buffer
insertions, respectively. On CPU and Phi, we tested three atomic methods: std::atomic library,
#pragma omp atomic and #pragma omp critical (the latter executes a critical section in mutual
exclusion). Even with the first two methods, on these two platforms the numerous atomic
operations cause the parallel FLAT and CREC code variants to underperform their serial versions
of the code. Therefore, in Figure 4.10 we show the results reported by the serial execution of these
code variants on CPU and Phi. As can be seen, on these platforms REC consistently outperforms
CREC and FLAT. This is because CREC and FLAT are less work-efficient than REC: CREC
suffers from the buffering overhead, and FLAT can update each node (ancestor) multiple times.
GPU, on the other hand, provides fast atomic operations that make the FLAT code variant
more competitive. As can be seen, FLAT on GPU outperforms all the CPU and Phi code variants
on all kernels and datasets. Specifically, it outperforms the REC CPU code variant (the fastest
among all the CPU and Phi implementations) by a factor 6x on the MC kernel and by a factor 1.7x
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on the TD kernel. On GPU, kernel consolidation is an effecting method to avoid the limitations of
the naïve recursive implementation (REC), and the CREC code variant yields to the best
performance across platforms, datasets and implementations. We recall that we have tested two
mapping schemes for CREC: thread- and block-mapping. In general, trees with low node
outdegrees favor thread-mapping, while trees with high node outdegrees favor block-mapping. For
example, in the case of the MC kernel (which relies on an octree) and of the TD kernel with the
Dynamic1 dataset (4-8 children per node), thread-mapping outperforms block-mapping by a factor
2x. On the other hand, for TD with the Dynamic2 dataset (32-64 children per node), the blockmapped CREC variant is 8.3x faster than the thread-mapped kernel. Since the children of the same
parent are stored continuously in global memory, the block-mapped kernel tends to yield better
memory access patterns in addition to a better use of the available parallelism (recall that the
thread-mapped kernel serializes the buffering operations). In the figure, we show the performance
reported by the best mapping scheme. In addition, the HIER code variant also yields performance
boost over the REC code variant, it’s outperformed by the CREC code variant on GPUs.
To summarize, the CREC code variant on GPU reports the best performance when the
mapping scheme most suited to the shape of the tree traversed is used. The FLAT code variant on
GPU also reports good performance and outperforms all CPU and Phi implementations
consistently. On the STMD pattern, CPU and Phi parallelization is not effective, and, being more
work efficient, REC outperforms both FLAT and CREC.
4.6 Chapter Summary
In this work, we have identified four recursive tree traversal patterns, and we have studied
different code variants and optimization methods for their deployment on CPU, GPU and Intel
Phi. For the STMD-static and STMD-top-down patterns, GPU proves the best platform if the
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irregularity of the adjacent queries is reduced by sorting the inputs. Specifically, on sorted inputs
the GPU code variants based on lockstep execution and recursion perform the best on the STMDstatic and STMD-top-down patterns, respectively. For the STMD-dynamic pattern where adjacent
queries can experience very different traversal behaviors, CPU is the best platform, and it reports
similar performance on the recursive and dynamic-rope code variants. For the PTSD pattern, the
CREC code variant on GPU reports the best performance, while CPU and Phi suffer from
serialization due to the high overhead of atomic operations.
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CHAPTER 5: Accelerating Random Forest Classification on GPUs
5.1 Introduction
Random Forests (RFs) are a popular machine learning method for classification and
regression and are widely used in various application domains such as business analysis,
advertising systems, software optimization and bioinformatics [66-69]. RFs are an ensemble
method that uses a set of trained trees to perform a prediction. Given an input query, the
classification is done by first fitting the query information to each tree in the forest, and then
performing a majority vote or averaging the prediction results over the trees.
The use of RFs involves training with existing sampled data and classification with future
query data. Both steps exhibit parallelism and are suitable for hardware acceleration. During the
training step, multiple decision trees can be trained in parallel. In the classification step, the final
decision for a query is determined by traversing all decision trees and then averaging their
individual classification results. Since queries and tree traversals are independent of each other,
they can be processed in parallel. There have been several previous works focusing on accelerating
the training of RFs [20-23]. While fast training is essential for developing high-accurate RF models
in a timely fashion, fast decision making is just as important since quick classification results are
expected in many use cases. However, there exist only a few efforts targeting the acceleration of
RF classification [24, 25]. In this work, we focus on accelerating RF classification on GPU.
The effective implementation of RF classification on GPU involves several challenges.
First, the training step can generate large and sparse decision trees. Sparse trees require irregular
data structures (e.g., CSR format), often a limiting performance factor on GPU. In addition, large
decision trees may not fit in GPU shared memory, causing expensive off-chip memory accesses
during tree traversal. Second, each query can follow a unique traversal path for each decision tree,
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leading to thread divergence. B. Van et al. [24] tried to mitigate these problems by placing decision
trees into GPU texture and shared memory using a compact forest ensemble. To this end, they
forced the decision trees to be small by limiting the maximum tree depth to 6 during the training
step. However, the tree depth affects classification accuracy, and their best reported accuracy is
only 86.5%.
In our work, we target general RF classification without imposing limitations on the size
and depth of the decision trees during the training phase. We propose several optimizations to
speed up RF classification. First, we devise a hierarchical tree data structure that trades off the
space efficiency of the CSR format with the time efficiency of more regular array-based
representations. Specifically, we divide each decision tree into subtrees. The maximum depth of
the subtrees is a configurable and tunable parameter. Each subtree is populated to a complete tree,
allowing subtrees to be represented through arrays of fixed size [70]. Given the topological
characteristics of complete subtrees, node accesses within each subtree can be performed
efficiently by indexing into the corresponding array using an arithmetic formula, thus avoiding
indirect memory accesses. We then use the CSR format to represent connections between subtrees.
Second, we propose and evaluate three tree traversal code variants that differ in the parallelization
approach and traversal encoding. Third, we propose different approaches to map queries and trees
to GPU hierarchy. Lastly, We evaluate the performance of our methods on publicly available
datasets leading to large trees, and factor accuracy into our results. Our experimental evaluation
shows that our proposed methods are preferable to existing approaches for forests with deep
decision trees and yield 3-4x faster classification than the baseline solution on Nvidia GPUs.
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Input:
Forest { tree1 , tree2, ..., tree N}
Queries { query1 , query2, ..., query M}
Query
{ feature1, feature2, ...}
1. for each query in queries:
2.
for each tree in forest:
3.
tmp +=
tree_traverse(query,tree.root);
4.
query.decision = tmp < N/2? A:B;

(a) Classification of many queries using random forest
6. traverse_tree(query,node){
7.
if (is_leaf(node)):
8.
return node.value;
9.
go_left = check_path(query, node);
11. if (go_left):
12.
tree_traverse (query,node.left());
13. else:
14.
tree_traverse (query,node.right());
15.}

(b) Decision tree traversal function

Figure 5.1. Pseudo Code of Forest Trees Classification.

5.2 Classification with Random Forests
Random forests (RFs) generally lead to more accurate classification than single decision
trees, since a single decision tree can easily overfit the training dataset. In Figure 5.1 (a) we show
the operation of RF classification. The code assumes that M queries must be classified into two
classes – A and B – using a trained forest with N decision trees. To achieve this, for every query
(line 1), the code launches a tree traversal function on each decision tree in the forest (lines 2-3).
The decisions made by the different trees are accumulated in a temporary variable tmp (line 3).
The final classification of the query is acquired by performing a majority vote over the results of
individual decision trees. If we assume that the tree_traverse function returns value 0 for class A
and value 1 for class B, this can be accomplished by comparing the value of variable tmp with N/2
(line 4). Figure 5.1 (b) shows the tree traversal pseudocode. We illustrate its operation on the
simple decision tree shown in Figure 5.2. During traversal, inner nodes are used to perform the
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Figure 5.2. A simple decision tree.

comparison that guides the traversal (visit left or right child), while leaf nodes return a
classification value. As can be seen in Figure 5.2, root node 0 includes the comparison “F[1] <
2.5”, which checks whether the value of feature 1 is less than float value 2.5 (Fig. 5.1, line 9). If
the comparison is true, the left child is visited next (Fig. 5.1, lines 11-12), otherwise the right child
is visited next (Fig. 5.1, line 13-14). If we assume that feature 1 of the query has value 1.25, the
traversal goes left and reaches leaf node 1 (Fig. 5.1, line 7-8). Since node 1 returns 0, the query
sample is classified as class A (Fig. 5.1, line 4).
5.3 Tree Traversal with CSR Tree Representation and Its Bottlenecks
CSR Tree Representation - A trained RF contains many decision trees that represent
different decision strategies and are independent of each other. Without loss of generality, we
discuss how a single decision tree can be laid out in memory.
A decision tree representation needs to store two types of information: the attributes
associated with the nodes of the tree and the tree topology. For inner nodes, the attributes are the
feature identifier and the value used in the comparison; for leaf nodes, they correspond to the
associated return value. Node attributes can be stored in arrays and directly indexed using the
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(a) Tree structure w/ CSR

(b) Node data arrays

Figure 5.3. Tree representation with CSR format.

corresponding node identifier. One common approach to store the tree structure on CPU is through
pointer-based representations. Pointer-based data structures, however, are not GPU-friendly, as
pointer-chasing leads to poor performance on GPU [71]. A better approach to represent the tree
topology on GPU is using the Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) [72]. In this paper, we use the CSR
format as the baseline representation.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the CSR representation of the topology of the decision tree in Figure
5.2. For each node, array children_arr stores the identifiers of its children, while array
children_arr_idx stores the starting index of the children within array children_arr. For example,
node 4 has two children (nodes 5 and 6), and their identifiers 5 and 6 are stored in children_arr[6:7].
Thus, we set children_arr_idx[4] to 6 to indicate that the children of node 4 begin at
children_arr[6]. These indirect accesses to child nodes are indicated by dotted arrows in Figure 5.3
(a).
In addition to the tree structure, we need to store the attributes associated to the nodes. As
shown in Figure 5.3 (b), node attributes are stored within two arrays: feature_id and value. These
arrays are directly indexed by node identifier, and they serve two purposes. For inner nodes, array
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feature_id stores the feature number n and array value stores the value val used in the comparison
“F[n] < val”. For leaf nodes, array feature_id stores negative value -1 to indicate that the node is a
leaf, and array value stores the return value.
Tree Traversal with CSR Format - Here, we revisit the pseudocode of the tree_traverse
function in Figure 5.1 (b) using the CSR format shown in Figure 5.3. As can be seen, three basic
routines are called on a tree node: (i) the is_leaf routine checks if the current node is a leaf and, if
so, it returns its value (line 7), (ii) the check_path routine determines whether to follow the left or
the right child (line 9), and (iii) the node.left/node.right routine fetches the identifier of the left and
right child (lines 12 and 14). is_leaf identifies a node n to be a leaf if feature_id[n] is equal to -1;
if this is the case, it returns the value of value[n]. check_path first fetches feature_id and value
using the node identifier, then it returns the outcome of the comparison between
query.features[feature_id] and value. node.left and node.right require the use of the
children_arr_idx and children_arr arrays. For an inner node n, its children identifiers are stored in
children_arr[idx..idx+1], where idx is equal to children_arr_idx[n].
Performance Bottlenecks on GPU - In this work we use Nvidia GPUs and the CUDA
programming model. Each GPU consists of several parallel streaming multiprocessors (SMs), each
including many scalar cores. SMs share an L2 cache and an off-chip memory (called global or
device memory), while cores on the same SM share fast, on-chip memory (used as L1 cache or
scratchpad). On the software side, threads are grouped into thread-blocks. Threads and threadblocks are mapped onto scalar cores and SMs, respectively. Groups of 32 threads, called warps,
execute in lock step.
Two important factors affect performance. First, since threads within a warp are forced to
execute the same instruction, control flow divergence within a warp leads to thread serialization
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Figure 5.4. Turn the tree in Figure 5.2 into a hierarchical tree.
(maximum subtree depth set to 3)
and core underutilization. Second, since global memory is accessed in 128-byte transactions, the
memory bandwidth is best utilized when threads within a warp access consecutive 128 bytes
memory, allowing memory accesses issued by the warp to be coalesced into a single transaction.
On the contrary, if threads within a warp access memory irregularly and sparsely, and the memory
accesses span across several 128-byte chunks, one transaction must be issued for each 128-byte
chunk, leading to underutilization of memory bandwidth.
As can be seen in Figure 5.1 (a), RF classification involves two levels of parallelism:
multiple queries must be executed against the set of trees in the forest (lines 1-2). Assuming M
queries and N trees, the tree traversal function (line 3) will be executed M*N times, once for each
query-tree pair. Note that these tree traversals are independent of each other, and thus they can be
performed in parallel. When we assign GPU threads to handle different traversals, threads in a
warp can follow different paths. This leads to irregular memory accesses to all four arrays that
represent a tree (feature_id, value, children_arr_idx, children_arr) and, consequently, to
performance degradation.
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5.4 Hierarchical Tree Representation
We propose a hierarchical tree representation and three tree traversal kernels for RF
classification on GPU. We aim to improve classification speed by limiting irregular memory
accesses within the tree traversal kernels. As mentioned above, arrays feature_id and value store
the node attributes required at each traversal step and are indexed by node identifiers. We recall
that, when the tree topology is encoded using the CSR format, calculating the identifiers of the
children of a node involves indirect indexing into array children_arr through array
children_arr_idx, leading to two memory accesses, both potentially irregular, per child node. We
propose a hierarchical tree representation that limits the number of irregular memory accesses
required during tree traversal. In our design, each decision tree is divided into triangle-shaped
subtrees. The maximum depth of the subtrees is defined as a tuning parameter. We split the tree
into subtrees recursively starting from the root node; for each subtree, we stop when either the
maximum subtree depth is reached or there is no node at the next depth to be included. We enforce
each subtree to be a complete binary tree, where all levels, except the last, are completely filled,
and the last level has all its nodes to the left side. In some cases, this constraint requires adding
unused nodes with null values. In Figure 5.4 we show the hierarchical structure corresponding to
the decision tree in Figure 5.2, assuming a maximum subtree depth of 3. As can be seen, subtree
0 has been expanded with two nodes – nodes 3 and 4 (dotted) – to become a complete binary tree.
Since subtree 0 has reached the maximum subtree depth, two subtrees are spawned from the
children of its leaf nodes. Subtree 1 and subtree 2 have depth 2 and 1, respectively, because there
is no node at the next depth. The fact that we populate each subtree to a complete binary tree is
key in the design, as it enables the indirect addressing-free array-based layout for subtrees
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described below. We note that, for indexing purposes, the nodes in each subtree are relabeled in
breadth first order (starting from node identifier 0).
Figure 5.5 shows the memory layout of the transformed hierarchical tree. In the figure, we
highlight array elements belonging to different subtrees in different colors (subtree 0: green,
subtree 1: blue, subtree 2: orange). We illustrate our proposed memory layout from bottom to top.
The bottom arrays (feature_id and value) store the node attributes, and they are indexed through
the node identifiers (subtree_node_id). As a reference, in the figure we also show the original node
identifiers from Figure 5.2 (old node_id). We note that the added nodes 3 and 4 of subtree 0 have
been associated null attributes in both feature_id and value arrays. Array subtree_node_offset
allows indexing into the above arrays. Specifically, it has an entry per subtree, each storing the
offset to root node 0 of that subtree within the feature_id and value arrays (in the figure, those
offsets are also highlighted using dashed arrows). Finally, arrays connection_offset and
subtree_connection

store

the

interconnections

among

subtrees.

Specifically,

the

subtree_connection array has two entries for each leaf node of a subtree, storing the identifiers of
the left and right subtrees that node is connected to (if any). For example, subtree 0 has 4 leaf
nodes (nodes 3, 4, 5 and 6), and node 5 is connected to subtrees 1 and 2, respectively (note that
entries for leaf node 6 can be omitted). The connection_offset array has an entry per subtree, each
pointing to the first leaf node of the subtree within the subtree_connection array (again, in the
figure those offsets are also highlighted through dashed arrows). We note that this approach to
store subtree interconnections is similar to the CSR format used in Figure 5.3, and it leads to
irregular memory accesses as well. However, accesses to these two arrays are only necessary when
the traversal moves from a subtree to another, significantly reducing the irregular memory accesses
compared with the CSR encoding in Figure 5.3 (a). If a node n is an inner node of a subtree, its
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Figure 5.5. Hierarchical tree representation.

left and right child identifiers are (2*n+1) and (2*n+2), respectively. For example, node 2 of
subtree 0 is an inner node, thus its children are nodes 5 and 6 of subtree 0. On the other hand, leaf
nodes of subtrees connect to the root nodes of different subtrees down the path. For example, node
5 in subtree 0 connects to the root nodes of subtrees 1 and 2. In this case, determining the children
of node 5 of subtree 0 requires accessing the connection_offset and subtree_connection arrays to
acquire topological information.
We observe that the selection of the maximum subtree depth involves a space-time
tradeoff: on one hand, deeper subtrees can potentially require more extra nodes to be made
complete, on the other, they lead to fewer indirect indexing operations. We study this tradeoff in
the evaluation section.
5.5 Hierarchical Tree Traversal Kernels
We recall that, given M queries and N trees, the tree_traverse function shown in Figure 5.1
(b) needs to be executed M*N times. Since these tree traversals are independent of each other, they
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Iterative Variant:
1. tree_traverse(query, tree){
2.
st_id = 0;
//start w/ subtree 0
3.
while(True):
//iterate over subtrees
4.
node = 0;
//subtree node 0
5.
while(True): //subtree visit
6.
if (is_leaf(node)):
7.
return node.value;
8.
go_left =
check_path(query, st_id, node);
9.
if (not_subtree_leaf(node)):
10.
if (go_left):
11.
node = 2*node + 1;
12.
else:
13.
node = 2*node + 2;
14.
else:
15.
if (go_left):
16.
st_id = left_subtree(node);
17.
else:
18.
st_id = right_subtree(node);
19.}

Figure 5.6. Hierarchical tree traversal – iterative variant.

can be performed in parallel. In this section, we propose several code variants implementing the
tree_traverse function on GPU. The proposed GPU kernels are based on the hierarchical tree layout
described above and use different parallelization strategies. In the first two code variants – iterative
and encoded-topology kernels – each tree traversal is mapped to a different GPU thread. In the
third one – collaborative code variant – threads within a warp perform tree traversals cooperatively.
5.5.1 Iterative Variant
Figure 5.6 shows the pseudocode of the iterative code variant, which processes subtrees
belonging to the same tree in an iterative fashion. As can be seen, the function contains two nested
loops: the outer loop (line 3) iterates over subtrees and the inner loop (line 5) traverses the nodes
in the current subtree. The traversal always starts from subtree 0 (line 2). When visiting a node,
the traversal function first checks if the current node is a leaf node (line 6), in which case it returns
its value. Then it checks if the node is a subtree inner node (line 9). In this case, its child index is
calculated arithmetically without requiring any memory accesses (line 11-13). Last, if the node
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Encoded Topology Variant:
1. tree_traverse(query, tree){
2.
st_id = 0;
//start w/ subtree 0
3.
while(True):
//iterate over subtrees
4.
if (is_leaf(0)):
5.
return node0.value;
6.
go_left =
check_path(query, st_id, 0);
7.
if (not_subtree_leaf(0)):
8.
if (go_left):
9.
//recursive if-else for node 1
10.
else:
11.
//recursive if-else for node 2
12.
else:
13.
if (go_left):
14.
st_id = left_subtree(0);
15.
break;
16.
else:
17.
st_id = right_subtree(0);
18.}

Figure 5.7. Hierarchical tree traversal – encoded-topology variant.

connects to another subtree (line 14), the corresponding subtree index is fetched from memory.
Chapter 5.4 details the implementation of routines value, is_leaf, check_path, left_subtree and
right_subtree using the proposed hierarchical tree layout.
5.5.2 Encoded-topology Variant
As we make each subtree a complete tree, subtrees become similar in shapes, and only
differ in number of nodes contained. This enables another way to traverse each subtree. We can
replace the inner loop in Figure 5.6 that traverses the subtree nodes with nested if-else
constructions. Figure 5.7 shows how this nesting can be carried out.
We see that line 4-17 perform similar routines is_leaf(), check_path(), left_subtree and
right_subtree() as in iterative variant, but do that for the node 0 of the subtree only. The node id 0
is embedded into the code, and shown as boldened in the figure. To handle the case when the
traversal goes to the left child, node 1 (line 9), we need to duplicate line 4-17 and embed them into
line 9, meanwhile we change the node id from 0 to 1 in the newly embedded code. We do the
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Collaborative Variant:
1. tree_traverse(query, tree){
2.
st_id = 0;
//start w/ subtree 0
3.
while(True):
//iterate over subtrees
4.
is_leaf = is_leaf(lane_id);
5.
value = node(lain_id).value;
6.
go_left =
check_path(query, st_id, lane_id);
7.
nsl = not_subtree_leaf(lane_id);
8.
nd = 0;
9
while(True):
10.
if (shuffle_from(nd, is_leaf)):
11.
return shuffle_from(nd, value);
12.
if (shuffle_from(nd, nsl)):
13.
if (shuffle_from(go_left)):
14.
nd = 2*nd + 1;
15.
else:
16.
nd = 2*nd + 2;
17.
else:
18.
if (shuffle_from(go_left)):
19.
st_id = left_subtree(nd);
20.
else:
21.
st_id = right_subtree(nd);
22.}

Figure 5.8. Hierarchical tree traversal – collaborative variant

same for the right child, node 2, at line 11. We initialize a variable embedding_depth to 1, and
increase it each time we embed the code. The embedding continues recursively until
embedding_depth has reached the pre-defined value of the maximum subtree depth. This code
variant embeds the subtree structures into the code, thus has the benefits of avoiding index
calculations for subtree nodes and avoid looping. The cost of the method is the increased the binary
size of the kernel.
5.5.3 Collaborative Variant
Above two code variants map the tree_traverse function (Fig. 5.1, line 6) to a GPU thread.
Although tree_traverse is essentially a serial routine, with our hierarchical tree representation and
the GPU warp shuffle instructions, we propose the collaborative variant that utilizes a GPU warp
to process a subtree. We show the code variant in Figure 5.8. Warp-level shuffle instructions allow
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Figure 5.9. Mapping of tree traversals to the GPU hierarchy.

threads within the same warp to exchange register values. In our hierarchical tree representation,
if we set the maximum subtree tree depth to 5, each subtree will consist of a maximum of 31 nodes
in a subtree. This code variant assigns each node within a subtree to a different GPU thread. Before
the warp starts traversing each subtree (line 4-7), threads in the warp perform above routines on
every node in the subtree, and record the corresponding values in their local variables for later
decision making. These values are is_leaf, value (return value at leaf node), nsl
(not_subtree_bottom), go_left (line 4-6). If the subtree contains N nodes (N<= 31), only first N
threads in the warp will participate this step. At this stage, it’s not known yet which of these
variables are going to affect the final decision, since the traversal has not started. After these
variables are calculated for every subtree node, the warp starts traversing the subtree from subtree
node 0 (line 8-9). When visiting a subtree node with index id, the warp uses shuffle instructions to
retrieve the values associated with node id from thread id (lines 10-13, 18). These variables are
used to guide the traverse the same way as in iterative variant.
5.6 Mapping tree traversals to the GPU hierarchy
Figure 5.9 illustrates different strategies for mapping pairs of queries and decision trees
onto GPU hierarchy. For illustration purpose, the figure assumes a small forest with 4 trees and 4
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Table 5.1. Experimental Setup
Platforms
Device

Architecture

Tesla V100
Volta
Machine Learning Datasets

Number of Cores
64 cores/SM; 80 SMs

L1 Data
48KB/SM

Dataset

Cardinality

Dimension

Source

Covetype

581012

Higgs
Susy
Synth

54

UCI

1.1 * 10

7

28

UCI

5 * 10

6

18

UCI

1.5 * 10

6

50

Synthetic

incoming queries, leading to a total of 16 tree traversals. We color tree traversals associated to the
same query in the same color. The top diagrams show the mapping schemes applicable to the
iterative and encoded-topology code variants, where each tree traversal is executed by a GPU
thread. We assume running 2 thread-blocks (b0 and b1) each of which contains of two threads (t0
and t1), yielding a total of 4 global threads (with global identifiers T0-T3). The top-left figure
shows that each global thread is assigned a query and is responsible for running that query with all
trees in the forest. Thus, the GPU thread could aggregate the partial results for a query (line 3 in
Fig. 5.1) over the trees. Since this mapping scheme does not require synchronization to aggregate
partial classification results, we name it atomicFree mapping. The top-right figure shows that the
same query is handled by multiple threads, possibly belonging to different blocks. Different
threads performing the same query are assigned different decision trees, thus may try to update the
partial classification results at the same time, requiring inter-thread atomic instruction to guarantee
correctness. Thus, we name it Atomic mapping. The mappings on the figure bottom are applicable
to the collaborative code variant, where a tree traversal is collectively performed by a warp.
Similarly, the mapping to the left assigns a query to a single warp, requiring no atomic operations,
while the one on the bottom right requires atomics to ensure correctness.
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5.7 Experimental Evaluation
5.7.1 Training of Input Forest Trees
We train the Forest Trees using scikit-learn python module [73]. We summarize the
experimental setup in Table 5.1. The input data sets are sliced into training set and test set with the
ratio of 7:3. We use CUDA 9 to compile our code and test the traversal kernels on Tesla V100
GPU. We train our forest trees using the following parameters {number of trees: 96; number of
features: default; min samples leaf: 1; min samples split: 2}. We test decision tree depths that range
from 8 to 15.
5.7.2 Memory Footprint of Hierarchical Representation
In this section, we report the efficiency of memory footprint of the proposed hierarchical
tree representation. We set values of subtree_max_depth to 3, 4 and 5 with our hierarchical
representation. Note that when the subtree_max_depth value is 5, there are a maximum of 32 nodes
in a subtree. We show the results in Figure 5.10.
The y-axis shows the ratio of the memory footprint of hierarchical tree representation to
that of the CSR representation. The x-axis shows the maximum decision tree depth used in the
training process of forest trees. For each trained forest, we transform the tree into a hierarchical
representation using subtree_max_depth values 3, 4 and 5 (represented in the Figure legend as hsd3, h-sd4, h-sd5, respectively). A ratio less than 1 indicates that the corresponding hierarchical
tree representation consumes less memory than the CSR format.
We see that, in most cases, the hierarchical tree representation consumes less memory.
With 4 datasets and maximum decision tree depth set from 8 to 16 (8 different settings), we have
a total of 32 test configurations, in which h-sd3 results in smaller memory footprints in 21 cases;
h-sd4 yields smaller memory footprints in 25 cases; h-sd5 leads to smaller memory footprints in
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Memory Efficiency Comparision (CSR baseline)
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Figure 5.10. Memory Efficiency Comparison.

24 cases. When the maximum decision tree depth is larger than 11, the number of cases for h-sd3,
h-sd4 and h-sd5 are 7, 11, and 12, respectively. The subtree depth 4 and 5 prove to be better than
subtree depth 3, especially when the original decision trees are trained with deeper depth (larger
than 11). This is due to that decision trees in RFs tend to be dense, thus setting subtree depth to 4
and 5 results in less subtrees and smaller memory footprints.
5.7.3 Analysis of Mapping Schemes
In Chapter 5.6, we propose three different code variants to implement the tree_traverse
function (Fig. 5.1, line 6) that takes a pair of query and tree as its input. We recall that given M
queries and N trees in the forest, the tree_traverse function would be invoked M*N times for the
M*N pairs of queries and trees. We then introduce two ways to map this calculation to GPU
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Figure 5.11. Comparison of Atomic and AtomicFree
Mappings

hierarchy, namely AtomicFree and Atomic. In this section, we study how these mappings affect
the overall inference speed.
The key difference between AtomicFree and Atomic mappings lays in how they map
queries to threads or warps. AtomicFree mapping assigns a query to a single thread or a single
warp, ensuring no concurrent updates to the partial classification result of the same query would
happen. Meanwhile, Atomic mapping assigns a query to multiple threads or warps, and each thread
or warp handle a different subset of trees for the query. Since threads or warps handle fewer trees,
when they finish one query and move to the next, it is more likely for them to reuse the tree data
retrieved for previous query. Thus, although Atomic mapping has the overhead of atomic
instructions, it’s more cache friendly compared with AtomicFree mapping. An alternative way to
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implement Atomic mapping without actually using atomic instructions is to allocate temporary
global memory space for each thread or warp to store the partial results, then copy these partial
results to host CPU and have host CPU aggregate the partial results serially [24]. In our work, we
consider directly using atomic instructions with Atomic Mapping. To study the tradeoffs between
AtomicFree and Atomic mappings, we perform two experiments, varying the two important hyperparameters used during the training stage, namely the number of trees and the maximum decision
tree depth. We transform the tree with three different subtree_maximum_depth values 3, 4 and 5
(h-sd3, h-sd4, and h-sd5, respectively), and test with three different kernel variants (et, iter, and
col, respectively). For all tests, we launch 10x number of gpu threads than the available gpu cores
to hide the memory latency. Figure 5.11 reports the experiment results using Synth dataset.
In Figure 5.11 (a), we fix the maximum decision tree depth to 15 (we later show that max
tree depth 15 yields the highest accuracy), and vary the number of trees in the forest from 20 to
100. The x-axis shows the number of trees in the forest, and the y-axis shows the speedup of using
Atomic mapping over AtomicFree mapping. As can been seen, throughout the 5 forests, Atomic
mapping is only slightly better than AtomicFree mapping, and using more trees in the forest does
not penalize Atomic mapping. This is due to that, even we have more trees in the forest, the number
of active concurrent thread blocks is fixed, thus the number of atomic operations does not increase
as the number of trees increases, incurring no extra overhead.
In Figure 11 (b), we fix the number of trees to 100 in the forest, and vary the maximum
decision tree depth from 8 to 15. X-axis shows the maximum tree depth used in the training stage.
In this case, we see that Atomic mapping yields up to 2.2x speed up over AtomicFree mapping
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Figure 5.12. Performance of Covetype (left) and Higgs (right) Datasets.

when the maximum tree depth is less than 12. This is consistent with our analysis above. As the
maximum tree depth is small, the tree size is exponentially reduced. With Atomic mapping, threads
or warps handle fewer trees, and benefit from shorter data reuse distance across different queries.
To conclude, we find using Atomic mapping results in equal or better performance than
AtomicFree mapping with different configuration across all datasets. In the next section, we report
the performance of all code variants with just Atomic mapping.
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Figure 5.13. Performance of Susy (left) and Synth (right) Datasets.

5.7.3 Performance Analysis
In Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13, we report the performance of the proposed code variants
on various trained random forests. We use CSR format in Chapter 5.3 as the baseline in our
experiments. The x-axis shows the maximum decision tree depth used during the training. For each
maximum decision tree depth, we transform the tree with three different subtree_maximum_depth
values 3, 4 and 5 (h-sd3, h-sd4, and h-sd5, respectively). For each code variant, the y-axis on the
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left reports the speedup achieved by this code variant with 3 subtree_maximum_depth values, and
the y-axis on the right shows the classification accuracy achieved with the maximum decision tree
depth used during the training stage.
We make the following observations. First, most code variants result in better performance
compared with the baseline tree traversal with CSR format when tree depth is larger than 10.
Specifically, iterative code variant yields up to 4.6x speedup; encoded-topology code variant yields
up to 2.6x speedup; and collaborative variant yields a speedup up to 1.4x. In general, iterative
variant with hierarchical tree representation performs the best across different inputs. Second,
when the maximum decision tree depth is smaller than 10, using hierarchical tree representation
leads to limited speedup, especially for encoded-topology code variant. As the training tree depth
get below 10, the memory footprint of the forest become relatively small, making irregular
memory accesses a less severe problem. Meanwhile, the hierarchical tree traversal kernels are
more complicated than the original simple CSR traversal kernel, leading to a performance
degradation. Third, setting maximum decision tree depth smaller than 10 results in trained models
of forests being less accuracy. The right y-axis shows the accuracy achieved with each maximum
tree depth value used during training. We can see that, as we increase the maximum tree depth
from 8 to 15, the achieved classification accuracy increases from ~85% to ~96% for the synthetic
dataset. Similar conclusions can be drawn for other datasets as well.
To conclude, our proposed hierarchical tree representation and tree traversal code variants
are specifically useful and effective for forest models trained with deeper maximum decision tree
depth, with the expectation of higher prediction accuracies.
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5.7 Chapter Summary
Random Forests (RFs) is one of the most popular machining learning ensemble methods
widely used for classification. While fast training is essential for developing high-accurate RF
models in a timely fashion, fast inference is just as important since quick inference results are
expected by users in many use cases. In this work, we target general RF classification with no
limitation imposed on the size and depth of decision trees during training. We propose a
hierarchical tree representation with each converted subtree being a complete tree. We propose
and experiment different traversal kernels for the hierarchical tree representation. Our evaluation
shows that our hierarchical tree representation is as memory-efficient as CSR format with forest
trees trained from various training datasets. We show that our best tree traversal engine is iterative
code variant which provides up to 4.6x speedup over baseline implementation.
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CHAPTER 6: Extending Study to Xeon Phi with VPUs
6.1 Motivation
Over the last decade manycore processors and coprocessors have played a significant role
in high performance computing due to their high performance and power efficiency. Examples of
popular commodity manycore systems are general-purpose GPUs and Intel Xeon Phi devices. As
of November 2017, four of the top ten supercomputers are equipped with Xeon Phi devices while
two of them are equipped with Nvidia GPUs [74].
Although GPUs and Intel Xeon Phis are both designed to provide massive parallelism and
contain numerous relatively simple processing units, their architectural organization and
programming paradigms differ in various ways.
Nvidia GPUs comprise hundreds-to-thousands of scalar cores grouped into streaming
multiprocessors (SMs). Subsets of cores located on the same SM operate in lockstep. Parallel GPU
kernels can be encoded using programming frameworks such as CUDA and OpenCL, which
implement the Single Instruction Multiple Thread (SIMT) execution model and provide the
programmer with fine-grained control over the compute units. In this model, all threads execute
the same program, and the use of built-in thread identifiers allows diversifying the work across
threads.
In contrast, Xeon Phi devices integrate many x86-compatible cores (up to 72) on a single
chip. Each x86 core is equipped with one or two 512-bit vector processing unit(s) (VPUs). These
platforms, along with other multicore processors equipped with vector extensions, provide two
levels of parallelism: task parallelism and data parallelism. Task parallelism is enabled by the
presence of many independent x86 cores, each potentially executing a different task (MIMD
execution model). Data parallelism is supported by the VPUs, enabling the SIMD execution
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model. While traditional programming frameworks such as POSIX threads, MPI, OpenMP and
CilkPlus can be used to program the x86 cores, they do not target the vector units. Previous studies
have reported that, for highly parallel compute kernels, the use of x86 cores alone in hybrid
MIMD/SIMD architectures leads to performance not competitive with GPUs [60]. Competitive
performance requires the use of vectorization techniques to fully utilize the vector units.
The Intel software stack provides two options for code vectorization: automatic
vectorization through the Intel compiler, and manual vectorization through vector intrinsics. The
Intel compiler, however, is effective only on code with simple or no loop-carried dependences,
regular data access patterns and simple control flows [75]. Although manual vectorization enables
fine-grained control over the VPUs and Intel provides C-styled intrinsic versions of vector
instructions to avoid explicitly embedding assembly code in applications, manual vectorization
comes at the cost of reduced programmability and portability.
Previous studies have proposed compiler techniques [76] and programming APIs [59, 77]
aimed to increase the programmability of vector units by providing automatic vectorization of
predefined code patterns. Recently, there has been an increasing interest in supporting SIMT
programming models on hybrid architectures. The PGI group [78] was the first to provide a
commercial compiler that supports CUDA on some Intel CPUs. Their compiler, however, is not
open-source and does not target Xeon Phi platforms. OpenCL support for Xeon Phi coprocessors
has been provided by Intel briefly in 2014 (versions 14.1 and 14.2 of the OpenCL Runtime), but it
has been discontinued in later releases of the runtime [79]. OpenCL has never been supported on
Xeon Phi Knights Landing processors and coprocessors [27] and on Skylake processors with
AVX-512 vector extensions [80]. In general, the effective support of the SIMT model on hybrid
MIMD/SIMD architectures is not well understood.
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In this work, we target this problem in three steps. First, we propose compiler techniques
to transform programs written using a SIMT programming model into code that leverages both the
x86 cores and the vector units of a hybrid MIMD/SIMD architecture. While our techniques are
general and can be applied to several programming frameworks and architectures, here we
consider a subset of CUDA-C as the SIMT programming language, code based on Pthreads and
vector intrinsics as compilation target, and three Intel processors with 512-bit vector extensions as
our destination platforms. Our transformations are application-agnostic and support code
containing complex control flow, function calls and recursion. Second, we provide various
microbenchmarks to characterize and evaluate the main performance bottlenecks of our
framework. Specifically, we study the performance overheads due to kernel launch, control flow
divergence, memory divergence, shared memory use and synchronization. Last, we evaluate our
compiler transformations on a set of real-world applications. Based on this analysis, we point out
the main challenges in supporting the SIMT model on hybrid MIMD/SIMD architectures, while
providing performance comparable to that of SIMT systems (e.g., GPUs).
6.2 Background
6.2.1 Hybrid MIMD/SIMD Manycore Architectures
Intel has integrated wide SIMD vector units in its manycore platforms to provide high
computing power. The maximum SIMD width currently supported on these platforms is 512 bits.
At present, there are two sets of SIMD vector extension instructions: IMCI (Initial Many Core
Instructions) and AVX-512, the former supported on Xeon Phi Knights Corner coprocessors, and
the latter supported on Xeon Phi Knights Landing and Skylake platforms. Although these
platforms differ in terms of number of cores, cache configuration and interconnections, they share
a similar hybrid MIMD/SIMD architecture. As an example, here we describe the architecture of
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Figure 6.1. Execution model on Xeon Phi

Xeon Phi Knights Landing platforms. In Table II we summarize the hardware configuration of all
the hybrid platforms that we considered in our evaluation.
Xeon Phi Knights Landing platforms integrate up to 72 x86-compatible cores on a chip.
Each of these cores is equipped with two 512-bit VPUs with which it shares a 32 KB L1 instruction
cache and a 32 KB L1 data cache. The Knights Landing groups two x86-cores into a tile with a 1
MB L2 cache per tile. Cache coherency is maintained at all levels using a MESIF protocol [81].
This platform supports two levels of parallelism: task parallelism and data parallelism. Task
parallelism is enabled through the x86-compatible cores, each potentially executing one or more
tasks (MIMD model). Data parallelism is provided through the SIMD vector extensions. Each x86
core supports 4 hardware threads. As illustrated in Figure 6.1, each thread running on an x86 core
can execute standard x86 instructions, declare scalar and vector variables, and issue vector
instructions to the VPUs.
6.2.2 Vectorization and SIMD Intrinsics
In the considered platforms, VPUs operate on 512-bit vector registers, and each vector
register can hold either 16 32-bit or 8 64-bit values. There are 32 vector registers for each hardware
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if (threadIdx.x<8)
x=b+1;
else
x=c-2;

(a) CUDA-C code snippet
_mmask16 Mif = _mm512_cmp_epi32_mask(threadIdx,
_mm512_set1_epi32(8), _MM_CMPINT_LT);
_mmask16 Melse = _mm512_cmp_epi32_mask(threadIdx,
_mm512_set1_epi32(8), _MM_CMPINT_GE);
x=_mm512_mask_add_epi32(x, Mif, b,
_mm512_set1_epi32(1));
x=_mm512_mask_sub_epi32(x, Melse, c,
_mm512_set1_epi32(2));

(b) Xeon Phi code using vector intrinsics

Figure 6.2. A comparison between CUDA-C style code and
Xeon Phi vector intrinsics

thread. As illustrated in Figure 6.1, the vectorization of a sequence of instructions follows three
steps: first, the data required by the instructions must be loaded from memory into vector registers;
second, the sequence of vector instructions must be issued to perform SIMD operations over the
vector registers; last, the final results available in the vector registers must be stored back to
memory. Vector instructions can be issued along with a mask: bits set to 0 within the mask indicate
that the corresponding vector lanes must not commit their results into the destination vector
register. There are 8 mask registers available to each hardware thread. In addition, gather and
scatter vector instructions are available to allow read and write accesses to non contiguous memory
locations. We note that, although there are only 32 vector registers and 8 mask registers available
to each hardware thread, there is no limit on the number of vector variables that can be defined
and used by a program: the compiler will handle the necessary register allocations appropriately.
To free the programmer from the need to use assembly vector instructions explicitly, the
Intel software stack provides C intrinsic functions that invoke the corresponding assembly
instructions. These intrinsics, however, do not significantly improve programmability. Figure 6.2
shows a sample code snippet written in CUDA-C (which follows the SIMT model) and using Xeon
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Phi’s vector intrinsics. For simplicity, this example does not have any memory operations. In this
code eight vector lanes invoke the x = b+1 statement and the other vector lanes invoke the x = c-2
statement. In the Xeon Phi case, the control flow requires the use of two masks (Mif and Melse).
The first two lines of Figure 6.2(b) set the bits of these masks depending on the value of the
threadIdx variable, while the last two lines invoke the x=b+1 and x=c-2 statements on the vector
registers. The _mm512_set1_epi32 intrinsic expands a scalar variable into a vector variable. We
make the following observations. First, each vector operation requires a function call, leading to a
fairly complex and unintuitive code. Second, since all the intrinsic functions (including those that
configure the masks) are invoked from the scalar cores, control flow operations are indirectly
handled on the scalar cores. This complicates programmability, especially for code including many
function calls or nested control flows. Third, the CUDA-C code is more intuitive and readable. In
general, CUDA-C has benefits in terms of programmability and portability, and CUDA-C
programming is less error-prone.
6.3 Compiler Techniques
In this section we describe our proposed compiler techniques to transform SIMT-style
CUDA-C code into hybrid code for the Intel processors considered. The supported subset of
CUDA-C is shown in Table 6.1. Our techniques allow automatic vectorization of generic
applications, and they are not restricted to predefined computation and memory access patterns.
Our generated code uses the Pthreads APIs to implement hardware threads running on the x86compatible cores and vector intrinsics to offload work to the VPUs. As mentioned above, Intel
provides two kinds of 512-bit vector extensions: IMCI and AVX-512. Although their assembly
format is different and AVX-512 provides more advanced features, their C intrinsic functions are
similar. In fact, the intrinsic functions that we use to support the CUDA-C subset in Table I are the
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Table 6.1. Considered subset of CUDA-C
Subset of CUDA C supported
Types

Operations

Usage Example

Data Type

int, float

int a = 10, b = 5;

Arithmetic Ops

+, -, *, /

c = a + b;

Shifting Ops
Memory
Allocation
Memory
Transfer
Synchronization
Vector Lane
Identifier

<<, >>
cudaMalloc
cudaFree

c = a << threadIdx.x;
int *dp, *hp;
cudaMalloc(&dp, size);

cudaMemcpy

cudaMemcpy(dp,hp,…);

__syncthreads()
gridDim/blockDim
blockIdx/threadIdx

Same as in CUDA
int tid = threadIdx.x

same for both kinds of extensions. By generating code that uses the same set of intrinsics, our
compiler framework supports both extensions.
Thread Mapping Scheme - The first design question is the mapping of the threads of a
CUDA kernel onto the x86 cores and VPUs available on the target platforms. To this end, we
compare the GPU execution model with the execution model of the hybrid platforms in
consideration. On GPU, CUDA threads are grouped in SIMT units called warps and mapped onto
scalar cores, with threads within the same warp executing in lockstep; on hybrid systems, vector
lanes within a VPU execute instructions in lockstep. On GPU, threads are also partitioned in
CUDA thread-blocks, with each thread-block consisting of one or more warps and mapped onto a
SM; on hybrid architectures, hardware threads running on x86 cores can issue SIMD instructions
to the VPUs. Thus, as shown in Figure 6.3, our compiler transformations map a CUDA thread onto
a VPU lane and a CUDA thread-block onto one or more x86 hardware threads.
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Figure 6.3. Mapping of CUDA kernel on GPU and hybrid
architectures.

Since the platforms considered have 512-bit VPUs and we support 32-bit variables, our
implementation assumes VPUs with 16 vector lanes. Therefore, each x86 hardware thread can
issue instructions to 16 vector lanes simultaneously. Since a CUDA warp consists of 32 threads,
each CUDA warp is mapped onto two hardware threads and the 16 CUDA threads mapped onto
the same hardware thread execute in lockstep. As a consequence, each CUDA thread-block (which
consist of one or multiple warps) is mapped onto multiple hardware threads. We refer to the set of
hardware threads executing the same CUDA thread-block as hthread-block. We introduce an
affinity parameter to specify the number of hardware threads that will run on each x86-core during
the entire execution. The value of this parameter cannot exceed the maximum number of hardware
threads per core on the target architecture: 4 on Xeon Phi and 2 on Skylake processors. In Figure
6.3, the solid lines correspond to two hardware threads per x86-core (affinity set to 2). If we set
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affinity to 4, then two more hardware threads are spawned on each x86-core (as indicated by the
dotted lines). On Xeon Phi coprocessors, the last core is reserved to a default process that handles
the data transfers between host and device [81]. As a result, on this platform we avoid using the
last core. Since the number of hardware threads spawned is limited by the number of x86 cores
available and the value of the affinity parameter, there may not be enough concurrent hthreadblocks to map all CUDA thread-blocks. In this case, each hthread-block will execute multiple
CUDA thread-blocks in an iterative fashion. To avoid deadlocks due to synchronizations within a
CUDA thread-block, hardware threads within the same hthread-block are always scheduled to
execute simultaneously.
Thread and Block Identification - CUDA identifies threads and thread-blocks through a
set of multidimensional built-in variables (blockIdx, threadIdx, gridDim and blockDim). Our
compiler transformations generate code that uses internal vector variables with the same name as
their CUDA counterparts, and initialize these variables based on the identifier of the hthread-block
and the vector lane each CUDA thread is mapped to.
Synchronization and Shared Memory - In CUDA, all threads belonging to the same
thread-block share a so-called “shared memory” space and can be synchronized through the
__syncthreads barrier synchronization primitive. Recall that our system maps CUDA threadblocks with more than 16 threads onto multiple hardware threads (i.e., a hthread-block). Thus, we
associate to each hthread-block a shared memory region and a block-specific barrier
synchronization. Since we run a pthread on each hardware thread, we implement the block barrier
using the standard Pthreads library so that hardware threads within the same hthread-block
synchronize through a pthread_barrier_t variable. Although a customized hybrid barrier
implementation may lead to better performance [82], its efficiency depends heavily on the
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underlying architecture and on the threads mapping scheme in use, while a Pthreads-based
implementation has the advantages of simplicity and portability.
Device Data Management - The Xeon Phi coprocessor requires explicit device memory
allocation and data transfers between host and device. By default, the Xeon Phi runtime binds
coprocessor memory to host memory. This leads to unnecessary host memory allocation when
memory allocation is required only on the coprocessor. To target this problem, we implement a
data management API of CUDA semantics (see Table I). In our implementation, instead of
performing host memory allocation and binding device memory to host memory, we store the
values of pointers to the device memory in CPU variables. For example, the host variable dp in
Table I stores the value of a pointer to the allocated device memory. We implement cudaMalloc
and cudaMemcpy as inlined C++ template functions that invoke Intel’s #pragma directives. Our
implementation requires both inlining and templated parameters in order to provide the underlying
data type information to the #pragma directives at compile time. Implementation details of deviceonly memory allocation using Intel’s #pragma directives can be found in [83, 84].
Data Types Supported - As shown in Table I, we support the int, unsigned int and float
data types. Our compiler transformations replace scalar data types with the corresponding vector
types. To understand why, let’s consider the int data type as an example. On GPU, when we define
an int variable, CUDA allocates a register for each thread to hold the thread-specific value of that
variable. On hybrid architectures, an int vector variable holds 16 int values, each used by a different
vector lane. This is equivalent to allocating a register for each CUDA thread on GPU.
Arithmetic Operations - The translation of CUDA-C arithmetic operations into vector
intrinsics is straightforward. As scalar data types are transformed into vector data types, arithmetic
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// suppose mask Mprt at parent block scope
// if branch
mask Mif=compare(Mprt,threadIdx.x,int2vec(8),LT);
if (Mif != 0)
a = vector_add(Mif, b, int2vec(1) );
// else branch
mask Melse = bitwise_not(Mprt, Mif);
if (Melse != 0)
a = vector_sub(Melse,, c, int2vec(2));
}

Figure 6.4. Pseudocode for transformation for if-else
statement in Figure 6.2
operations over scalar data types are replaced with the corresponding vector intrinsics. Table I lists
the arithmetic operations supported.
Compare Operations - Compare operations require the use of VPU mask variables.
Specifically, a compare vector instruction applied to two vector variables returns a mask variable
whose bits are set to 1 for vector lanes with positive comparison result. As explained below,
compare vector instructions can be used to implement control flow statements.
Shift Operations - Shift operations are commonly found in applications that use bitmaps
[85]. As shown in Table I, in CUDA each thread can shift an integer variable by a different, threadspecific distance. VPUs support analogous shift operations natively.
Assignments - While assignments between vector variables are naturally supported,
assignments between vector variables and data stored in memory need more discussion. Moving
data from memory to a vector register requires using the load or gather instructions; moving data
from a vector register to memory requires using the store or scatter instructions. Although load
and store are faster than gather and scatter, they only work when the addresses involved in the
memory transaction are contiguous across 16 vector lanes and the starting address (i.e., the address
for vector lane 0) is 64-byte aligned. This requirement is rarely met in CUDA applications, and
load and store instructions require the programmer to inform the compiler that the above
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{ //at parent block scope
init_cond(cond); //initialize loop condition
while(cond.evaluate()) {
//loop body
cond.update()// update the loop condition
}
}

(a) Common form of while-loop and for-loop in SIMT style
{ // suppose mask Mprt at parent block scope
init_cond(Mprt,cond);
mask Mcond = cond.evaluate(Mprt,cond);
while (Mcond != 0){
/* vectorized loop body
executed with mask Mcond */
cond.update();//update the loop condition
Mcond = cond.evaluate(Mcond,cond);
}
}

(b) Pseudocode after transformation

Figure 6.5. Pseudocode of loop transformation
requirement is met through the #pragma aligned compiler directive. In the general case,
assignments between vector variables and memory locations require using the gather and scatter
instructions.
Control Flow Statements - We support three control-flow statements: if-else, while-loop
and for-loop statements. In CUDA-C, these statements are executed by each CUDA thread, and
the control flow is maintained at the CUDA thread level. As mentioned above, on hybrid systems
the control flow is maintained by the threads running on the x86 cores. Supporting control flow
statements requires handling the case where different VPU lanes take different branches. This is
complicated by the nesting of control flow statements. To support this functionality, we associate
a mask variable to each block scope and issue all the vector instructions in the block scope using
that mask. When the execution moves to a different block scope, we derive a new mask variable
for the new scope. Below, we discuss the transformation in more detail.
if-else – Consider the CUDA-C code snippet in Figure 6.2(a). The if-then statement leads
to divergence within the VPU since it causes half of the lanes to take the if-branch and the other
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half to take the else-branch. In fact, both branches need to be executed and the mask associated
with each branch must be set appropriately. Figure 6.4 shows the pseudocode after the
transformation. Recall that, in the transformed code, a and b are vector variables and integer
constants are expanded into vector variables as well. As can be seen, we generate separate masks
for the if- and the else-block using the compare vector operation and the mask Mprt from the parent
block scope. Mprt ensures that the VPU lanes that are masked out at the parent block scope stay
inactive in the new scope. The compare operation sets the masks for the two branches
appropriately. The two condition checks if (Mif!=0) and if (Melse!=0) cause execution to skip the
corresponding branch if none of the lanes takes the corresponding branch.
while-loop & for-loop – We discuss the transformation of while-loop and for-loop together
because they can both be expressed in the form shown in Figure 6.5(a). The loop condition cond
is evaluated at each iteration of the loop to determine if the loop must be terminated. The condition
is updated during the execution of the loop body. Figure 6.5(b) shows the tranformed code. At a
high level, when 16 VPU lanes execute a loop, the execution cannot leave the loop until all lanes
have completed the loop itself. The cond.evaluate() statement in Figure 6.5(b) generates a mask
variable Mcond and the loop terminates when all bits in the mask Mcond are set to 0, indicating
that all vector lanes have completed the loop execution.
Function Calls - On hybrid systems, functions are invoked on x86 cores. However,
function calls can take as arguments and return vector and mask variables. This enables the
transformation of a function written in SIMT style into a function that executes on VPUs. There
are two important issues to be addressed: first, what VPU lanes must execute the function body;
second, when to exit the function and what value to return.
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Table 6.2. Platform Summary
Category
Nvidia
GPU
Intel
MIMD/SIMD
Hybrid

Architecture
Fermi
Maxwell
Pascal
Knights Corner
Knights Landing
Skylake

Device
Tesla C2070
GTX TITAN X
TITAN XP
Xeon Phi 5110P
Xeon Phi 7210
Xeon Skylake

Number of Cores
32 cores/SM; 14 SMs
128 cores/SM; 24 SMs
128 cores/SM; 30 SMs
60 x86-cores; Max 4HTs/core
64 x86-cores; Max 4HTs/core
12 x86-cores; Max 2HTs/core

L1 Data
48KB/SM
48KB/SM
48KB/SM
32KB/x86-core
32KB/x86-core
32KB/x86-core

L2
0.75MB
3 MB
3MB
0.5MB
1MB
0.25MB

Abbr
Gfer
Gmax
Gpas
Hco
Hpro
Hsky

First, let us consider how the code transformation handles the fact that only some vector
lanes must execute the function. When the execution moves into a function body, it enters the
function scope. Therefore, before any vector instruction is issued, the mask variable at the parent
scope must be retrieved and set as the mask variable associated with the function body scope. Our
transformation adds to each function an extra mask parameter. When the function is invoked, the
mask variable at the caller scope is passed as a parameter and associated with the function body.
Thus, vector lanes that are inactive at the caller scope will remain inactive in the callee scope.
Second, let us consider the handling of the return value of a function. In the presence of a single
value being returned in the original SIMT function, the transformation is straightforward. We just
replace the scalar variable being returned with the corresponding vector variable. In the presence
of multiple return statements corresponding to different vector lanes, the function cannot return
until all vector lanes have terminated the execution of the function. We implement this as follows.
We first maintain a special mask variable maskRet to monitor the active lanes inside the function
body. maskRet is initialized to the mask of the caller scope. Then, at each return statement, we
evaluate how many vector lanes must return, we set the corresponding bits to 0 in maskRet, and
we commit their return values to a vector variable valueRet that stores the values that must be
returned by each vector lane. The function returns when maskRet reaches 0, indicating that all
lanes have terminated the function body. At this point, valueRet is returned.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

for_loop(num_iterations){
for_each_thread{
random_read(input_array,random_degree);
random_write(output_array,random_degree);
}

(a) Irregular memory accesses
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

if(threadId<bd1){
loop1(cost);
}else if (threadId>=bd1 && threadId<bd2){
loop2(cost);
}else if(...){
...
}else if (threadId>=bdD-1 && threadId<bdD){
loopD(cost);
}

(b) Control divergence
15. for_loop(num_iterations){
16.
__syncthreads();
17. }

(c) Thread-block synchronization
18. for_loop(num_iterations){
19.
shared_mem_write(sm_array, random_degree);
20.
shared_mem_read(sm_array, random_degree);
21. }

(d) Shared memory accesses

Figure 6.6. Pseudocode of microbenchmarks

6.4 Experimental Setup
Platforms – Table 6.2 summarizes the platforms used in our experiments: a Xeon Phi
coprocessor (Hco-o), a Xeon Phi processor (Hpro), a Xeon Skylake processor (Hsky), and three
Nvidia GPUs with the following architectures: Fermi, Maxwell and Pascal (Gfer, Gmax and Gpas,
respectively). The GPUs have a centralized L2 cache shared by their SMs. The Intel platforms
considered have a distributed coherent L2 cache. The Xeon Phi coprocessor has a 0.5 MB L2 cache
per x86-core and cores are connected through a 1-D bidirectional ring bus. The Xeon Phi processor
groups two x86-cores into a tile with a 1 MB L2 cache per tile. Tiles are connected through a
cache-coherent, 2-D mesh interconnection. The Xeon Skylake processor is from Google Cloud.
Since Google Cloud hides the CPU model name, we report hardware information collected using
Linux /proc/cpuinfo and lscpu utilities. The Skylake processor we use has a 0.25 MB L2 cache per
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Figure 6.7. Kernel launch overhead
x86-core with the underlying interconnection of cores unknown to us. In addition, it has a 55 MB
shared L3 cache.
Software Stack – For GPU, we use the CUDA 9 toolkit. For the Knights Corner
coprocessor, we use the Intel Parallel Studio XE 17. For the Knights Landing and Skylake
processors, we use the Intel Parallel Studio XE 18. We compile all codes with optimization level
–O3. All the devices except for the Skylake processor run on a system with REHL 7.5, kernel
v3.10. The Skylake processor is on Google Cloud with Ubuntu 18.04 LTS, kernel v4.15.
6.5 Analysis on Microbenchmarks with Irregularities
We have designed a set of microbenchmarks to evaluate the overheads and performancelimiting factors of the proposed implementation. Figure 6.6 shows the SIMT-style pseudocode of
our microbenchmarks. We first implement them in CUDA, then transform them into codes for
hybrid platforms. We have performed our experiments on the platforms listed in Table II. Below,
we discuss the results. In all cases, we report the average execution time over ten runs (refer to
column Abbr in Table II for the abbreviations used in the legends).
Kernel Launch Overhead – At kernel launch, our framework must spawn enough
pthreads to utilize the available x86 cores and VPUs. In order to evaluate the kernel launch
overhead, we run an empty kernel and gradually increase the degree of multithreading (i.e., the
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(a)Single warp memory reads access time

(b)Busy core memory reads access time

Figure 6.8. Memory reads access time

number of warps launched). Figure 6.7 reports the resulting execution time on the platforms
considered. On hybrid systems, we set the affinity to 1, allowing 1 pthread per physical core. For
the Xeon Phi coprocessor, we test both the offload and the native model (Hco-o and Hco-n,
respectively). As can be seen, on all GPUs the kernel launch overhead is very low (about 0.05 ms)
independent of the degree of multithreading: this is expected, since GPUs do not run an operating
system. On the other hand, on hybrid systems this overhead in more substantial and increases
almost linearly with the number of pthreads spawned. The Xeon Phi coprocessor reports the
highest overhead in offload model, and the second highest in native model. The overhead is lower,
but still significant, on the Xeon Phi processor. The Skylake processor reports an average overhead
of 0.13 ms per pthread creation, and of 3ms if all its 24 cores are used. This suggests that, on Xeon
platforms, kernel launch overhead can be a limiting performance factor, especially for iterative
applications with multiple kernel invocations.
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(a) Single warp memory reads & writes access time

(b)Busy core memory reads & writes access time

Figure 6.9. Memory reads & writes access time
Irregular Memory Accesses Performance – Irregular memory accesses are always a
limiting factor for performance. On GPU, irregular memory access patterns are likely to generate
non-coalesced memory accesses, leading to more memory transactions. On hybrid systems, when
the vector lanes of a VPU access non-contiguous memory locations, they trigger gather and scatter
vector instructions. Figure 6.6 (a) shows the pseudocode of the microbenchmark used to analyze
the effect of the memory accesses on performance. In this microbenchmark each SIMT thread
reads from input array input_array and writes to output array output_array iteratively. The total
number of reads or writes is equal to the input_array size. Parameter random_degree controls the
irregularity of the memory accesses. Specifically, the index of the array element accessed by a
thread is computed by summing to the thread identifier a random value between 0 and
random_degree. Consequently, when random_degree is equal to 0 memory accesses are regular;
the larger random_degree, the more irregular the memory accesses. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the
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Figure 6.10. Control divergence overhead
performance results reported; in the experiments of Figure 6.8 we remove the write operation at
line 4 and measure the read performance alone. In both cases, we measure the performance when
a single warp is run and when all the cores are fully utilized (top and bottom chart, respectively).
We allocate both arrays with 2 million integers elements and set num_iterations to 10.
As can be seen in Figure 6.8, on a single CUDA warp Xeon Phi and Skylake processors
report better read performance than GPU independent of the value of the random_degree
parameter, while the Xeon Phi coprocessor reports faster reads than GPU only when the memory
accesses are fairly regular. When all the processing cores are used, the Xeon Phi and Skylake
processors report faster read accesses than Fermi GPUs but slower read accesses than Maxwell
and Pascal GPUs. For irregular memory access patterns the Xeon Phi coprocessor reports the worst
read performance. Among the hybrid systems, the Skylake processor reports the best read
performance. In the presence of write operations (Figure 6.9) the trends stay the same. However,
when all cores are utilized, the performance difference between the Skylake processor and
Maxwell/Pascal GPUs is more pronounced (by a factor of 4-10x).
Control Divergence Overhead – Control divergence occurs when SIMT threads
executing in lockstep take different execution paths. As explained in Chapter 6.3, our compiler
handles thread divergence by using vector masks initialized on the x86 cores. Figure 6.9(b) shows
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Figure 6.11. Synchronization overhead (y-axis in log scale)

the pseudocode of the control divergence microbenchmark. As can be seen, this microbenchmark
executes a control flow block with up to D divergent branches, where D can vary from 1 (no
divergence) to the warp size (maximum divergence). Each branch executes a sequence of
instruction (loopi) whose length is determined by a cost parameter. To exclude the potential
influence of the memory system, this microbenchmark does not issue memory operations.
Our experiments show that the number of warps run does not affect performance since the
microbenchmark does not issue any memory operations. Figure 6.10 reports the results of our
experiments when running enough warps to keep all the x86 cores busy. We use the execution
time with D=1 as the baseline and report the relative execution time on the y-axis. We can see that,
on all the platforms considered, the running time increases almost linearly with the degree of
divergence D. The cost of control flow divergence on hybrid architectures is comparable to that
on GPUs.
Thread-block Barrier Synchronization Overhead – We recall that supporting barrier
synchronization within a thread-block (i.e., __synchthread primitive) requires the compiler to add
a barrier synchronization on the x86 cores. This is because existing CUDA applications use threadblocks with more than 16 threads (the number of lanes in a VPU). To support large thread-blocks,
our compiler associates multiple pthreads to each thread-block, each handling 16 CUDA threads;
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(a)varying random_degree (for hybrid architectures, affinity = 1)

(b) varying affinity (random_degree = 512)

Figure 6.12. Shared memory performance

pthreads associated to the same CUDA thread-block synchronize on the x86 cores using a shared
barrier variable. As shown in Figure 6.6(c), our thread-block synchronization microbenchmark
invokes the __synchthread primitive iteratively. In our experiments, we set num_iterations to
100,000 on a single thread-block and increase the block size gradually.
Figure 6.11 shows the results of these experiments. On GPU, where thread-block
synchronization is supported in hardware, the overhead is low and independent of the thread-block
size. On the other hand, on hybrid systems the synchronization overhead grows significantly as
the block size increases. This is because synchronization is implemented using barrier variables
stored in memory; for large block sizes, pthreads associated to the same thread-block can run on
multiple physical cores, causing synchronization to trigger memory traffic across the private L2
caches. Xeon Phi coprocessors have a bi-directional ring connecting the L2 caches, which is slower
than the 2-D mesh used on Xeon Phi processors. Thus, the synchronization cost is significantly
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higher on Xeon Phi coprocessors than on Xeon Phi processors. Even the Skylake processor, the
fastest among the hybrid systems, has a barrier synchronization cost 500-1000x higher than GPU.
Shared Memory Performance – We recall that CUDA shared memory is a region of
memory shared by all the threads within a thread-block. Since CUDA thread-blocks with more
than 16 threads are mapped to multiple pthreads that can be spawned on different physical cores,
the shared memory allocated to a thread-block may be cached in different L2 caches. This can lead
to invalidations of L2 cache entries due to coherence actions, and, as a result, to additional memory
traffic. We evaluate the shared memory performance using the microbenchmark shown in Figure
5(d). As can be seen, this microbenchmark issues write and read operations to an array stored in
shared memory. As in the global memory microbenchmark, we use a random_degree parameter to
vary the regularity of the shared memory accesses (from contiguous to fully randomized). Since
we have already investigated the overhead of the __syncthread primitive, in this microbenchmark
each thread writes and reads the same shared memory location(s), making barrier synchronization
between the write and read operations at lines 19 and 20 unnecessary. In the experiments discussed
below, we run a single CUDA thread-block consisting of 64 threads and allocate an integer array
with 2048 elements in shared memory and set num_iterations to 32K.
We performed two sets of experiments. In the experiments of Figure 6.12 (a) we fixed the
value of the affinity parameter to 1 and varied the value of random_degree from 0 to 1024. We
recall that 64 CUDA threads require 4 pthreads running on x86 cores. When affinity is set to 1,
these pthreads are mapped onto four x86 cores, leading the shared memory data to be cached on
four distinct L1 and L2 caches. As can be seen, except for fully regular memory accesses (i.e.,
random_degree=0), GPUs outperform Intel systems. This result is motivated by the increased
memory traffic due to lack of sharing and the overhead of the L2 cache entries invalidations. Due
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TABLE 6.3. Benchmark Applications
Applications

Type

SM

Iter

BFS
Hot Spot
Pathfinder
Knn
Nearest Neighbor

Graph Traversal
Structural Grid
Dynamic Programming
Dense Linear Algebra
Repeated Tree Traversals

N
Y
Y
N
N

Y
Y
Y
N
N

Gaussian Elimination

Dense Linear Algebra

N

Y

Levenshtein Distance

Fixed Topology NFA

Y

N

to its slow bidirectional ring bus connecting the L2 caches, Xeon Phi coprocessor exhibits again
the worst performance. In the experiments of Figure 6.12(b) we fixed the value of random_degree
to 512 and varied the value of the affinity parameter from 1 to the number of hardware threads per
core on the target platforms (4 for Intel Phi and 2 for Intel Skylake platforms). As can be expected,
on all systems the best performance is achieved when the highest value of affinity is used. For
example, on Xeon Phis, when affinity is set to 4, the pthreads associated to the same CUDA threadblock are mapped onto the same x86 core, allowing shared memory to be cached in a single L1
and L2 caches.
6.6 Evaluation on Real-world Applications with Irregularities
In this section, we evaluate our compiler transformations on benchmark applications with
different computational patterns, and we compare the performance achieved by the original CUDA
code on GPU with the performance achieved by the transformed code on different Intel platforms.
6.6.1 Benchmark Applications
Table 6.3 summarizes the benchmark applications used in our evaluation. In all cases, we
indicate whether the application uses shared memory (SM column) and whether it performs
iterative kernel invocations (Iter column). Breadth First Search (BFS), Hot Spot, Pathfinder, Knearest neighbor (Knn), and Gaussian Elimination are part of the Rodinia Benchmark Suite [86].
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Figure 6.13. Result of real world applications (y-axis in log scale)

The CUDA kernel of Nearest Neighbor (NN) is from [19] and invokes recursive device functions.
Levenshtein Distance (LD) is a memory-efficient GPU method for Levenshtein Distance
Similarity [85].
BFS performs parallel breadth-first search. The input is a graph consisting of 1 million
nodes. Hot Spot simulates the temperature and power dissipation of a grid of cells. The input we
use contains 1024*1024 cells. Pathfinder calculates the shortest path of a 2-D grid. We use is a
10k*20 grid as input. Knn searches the nearest neighbor among 8192k input records. Gaussian
Elimination solves a linear system Ax=b; we use an input of size 128. NN solves the nearest
neighbor problem using a kd-tree. We use input and output sets with 70k elements. LD is an
automata traversal kernel that searches a set of input streams for substrings with a given
Levenshtein distance from known patterns. We use 8-character substrings and set the Levenshtein
distance to 1. All the inputs we use are from the original papers.
6.6.2. Results Discussion
We have performed our experiments on the platforms listed in Table II. Figure 6.13 reports
the performance of all applications on the three Intel platforms and the Pascal GPU. The execution
time is averaged over ten runs. For readability and space limitation, we omit the results reported
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on the Fermi and Maxwell GPU. Among the three GPUs considered, the Pascal and Fermi GPUs
report consistently the best and worst performance, respectively. On Intel platforms, we have
tested different values of the affinity parameter; here, we report the setting leading to the best
performance.
Applications with iterative kernel invocations (BFS, Hotspot, Pathfinder and Gaussian
Elimination) – We found that iterative applications can hardly benefit from running on hybrid
architectures. This is due to the kernel launch overhead. BFS, Pathfinder and Gaussian perform
24, 500 and 128 kernel invocations, respectively. By multiplying the number of kernel invocations
by the kernel launch time reported on the microbenchmark, we found out that the running time of
these applications is dominated by the kernel launch time. The minimum execution time for these
applications is achieved when affinity is set to 1, leading to 1 hardware thread being spawned on
each x86 core, and, as a consequence, to the least kernel launch overhead. We can see that, among
the Intel platforms, Skylake is the one reporting the best performance. We recall that Skylake has
only 12 physical cores, resulting in a more modest kernel launch overhead. Although Hotspot
performs only 4 kernel invocations with the given input, the Pascal GPU outperforms the Intel
platforms also on this application. Hotspot uses shared memory along with thread-block
synchronization, and a 16x16 CUDA thread-block configuration. This large number of threadblocks results in 16 pthreads per hthread-block, leading to significant synchronization overhead
and shared memory performance degradation. Differently from the other iterative applications,
Hotspot reports its shortest execution time on the hybrid platforms when affinity is set to the largest
value (4 on Xeon Phi, 2 on Skylake).
Applications with single kernel invocation (Knn, NN and Levenshtein) – Although its
kernel does not use shared memory and thread-block synchronization, Knn reports better
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performance on the Pascal GPU than on the Intel platforms considered. This is mainly due to its
irregular memory accesses. NN, on the other hand, reports the best performance on the Knights
Landing processor. This is due to the following reasons. First, NN uses neither shared memory nor
thread-block synchronization; second, NN is implemented as a recursive call that traverses an
irregular tree. On GPU, recursive calls are handled on each CUDA thread’s private stack, and
irregular tree traversal leads to irregular stack behavior and poor memory performance [19]. On
Xeon Phi, recursive calls are handled on the hardware thread’s stack, and VPU lanes associated
with the same hardware thread perform regular memory accesses during recursive function call,
leading to better performance. Finally, we can observe that, despite using shared memory,
Levenshtein (LD) reports the best performance on the Knights Landing processor as well. This is
due to several reasons. First, LD has a long running kernel that amortizes the kernel launch
overhead. Second, its kernel is launched with only 16 CUDA thread-blocks, leading to 1 hardware
thread per hthread-block in the transformed code. As a result, the shared memory associated with
each hthread-block is always cached in a single L2 cache, avoiding cache entry invalidation and
allowing reduced memory traffic. Third, with a single hardware thread per hthread-block, no
thread-block synchronization is needed. Last, the memory access patterns of the LD kernel, most
of the times, meet the alignment requirement that allows using the load and store instructions rather
than the less efficient gather and scatter instructions (LD code has 261 loads, 264 stores, only 1
gather and 0 scatter vector instructions).
6.7 Chapter Summary
In this work we have proposed compiler techniques to transform programs written in a
subset of CUDA C into codes that use the pthread library and vector intrinsics to run on hybrid
MIMD/SIMD architectures. We have compared the performance of the original CUDA codes on
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GPU with that of the transformed codes on several highly parallel Intel platforms. Our analysis
points out several performance-limiting factors that result in poor performance of existing CUDA
applications on hybrid systems, such as iterative kernel launch, thread-block synchronization, and
use of shared memory on large thread-block configurations. Even so, Intel Phi processors
outperform Pascal GPUs on certain CUDA codes written for GPU devices.
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CHAPTER 7: Summary
To summarize, we identify frequently used computational patterns in irregular applications
and categorize them into four pattern, namely irregular nested loops, parallelizable recursive
computation, repeated serial recursive computations and inference on forest trees. For irregular
nested loops, we study the use of DP as a load balancing scheme and identify its overhead. We
then propose a consolidation method that reduces the overhead of basic use of DP and improves
the performance significantly, making DP-based solution preferable over non-DP-based solution
on GPUs and CPUs. For parallelizable recursive computation (PTSD), we first propose DP-based
hierarchical parallelization kernel to reduce recursive kernel invocations. We compare hierarchical
DP kernel with basic DP-based recursive kernel and non-DP-based flat kernel. Results show that
our hierarchical kernel outperforms other variants. Furthermore, we extend our consolidation
scheme to support the DP-based recursive kernel. Results show that consolidation makes DP-based
recursive kernel outperform non-DP-based flat kernel on GPUs, CPUs and Phis. For repeated serial
recursive tree traversals (STMD), we identify three traversal behaviors based on the order in which
children recursive calls are invoked. Our analysis shows that there is not a single code variant and
platform that achieves the best performance on all traversal behaviors. GPU proves to be the best
platform for the STMD-static and STMD-top-down patterns if the irregularity of the adjacent input
queries is reduced by sorting the inputs queries. Specifically, on sorted inputs the GPU code
variants based on lockstep execution and recursion perform the best on the STMD-static and
STMD-top-down patterns, respectively. For the STMD-dynamic pattern where adjacent queries
can experience very different traversal behaviors, CPU is the best platform, and it reports similar
performance on the recursive and dynamic-rope code variants. For inference on forest trees, our
evaluation shows that our hierarchical tree representation is memory-efficient, and that our best-
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performing tree traversal code variant is the iterative code variant that operates on the proposed
hierarchical tree representation which provides up to 3.5x speedup over non-optimized baseline
implementation. Specifically, the proposed code variants and hierarchical tree representation
works better when we train the forest trees with deep tree depth (maximum decision tree depth is
larger than 10), making them preferrable for models of higher prediction accuracies.
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